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EUROPEAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY 

Report on the Meeting of the Executive Committee 
Krakow (Poland),10-12 March 1995 

Eva Bayer Fluckiger, Jean-Pierre Bourguignon, Alberto Conte, Aatos Lahtinen, Laszlo 
Marki, Peter Michor, Andrzej Pelczar and V.A. Solonnikov were present. Isabel Labouriau 
and David Wallace sent apologies. 

Mireille Chaleyat-Maurel (Public Relations Officer), Jean-Marc Deshouillers ( Chair
person of the Support of Eastern European Mathematicians Commit tee), Kazimierz Goebel 
(President of the Polish Mathematical Society), Friedrich Hirzebruch (former President of 
the European Mathematical Society), Stewart Robertson ( Chairperson of the Publications 
Committee), Tuulikki Makelainen (Secretary of the European Mathematical Society) were 
present by invitation. 

The Committee thanks A.Pelczar for the extraordinary hospitality experienced during 
this meeting. 

EDUCATION 

Some domains for action suggested are : 
Activity for mathematics teachers. 
European Science Foundation (ESF), European Union (EU) support for report/re

search. 
Using the rnodelof the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) 

with the project 2061 : Goals for the teaching of mathematics. A round table could be 
organized on this therne at the Budapest Congress. The aim should be to identify the core 
knowledge in Mathematics to be achieved at each level of education. 
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CONFERENCES 

Diderot Mathematical Forum 
A cycle of conferences, called "Diderot Mathematical Forum" will feature two confer

ences a year taking place simultaneously in three European cities exchanging information 
by telecommunication and addressing in their programmes three different aspects : funda
mental mathematics, applications of mathematics and their relation to society ( e.g., ethical 
and epistemological dimensions). 

For 1996, the following two conferences are in the making : "Mathematics and Fi
nance" (H.Follmer) (London, Moscow, Zurich) and "Mathematics and Space" (J.L.Lions) 
(Amsterdam, Miinich, Toulouse). 

EMS Lectures 
Every second year, the EMS will invite a distinguished mathematician to visit an 

institution and to give a series of lectures of an advanced expository nature on a topic of 
current research interest. The first EMS lecturer is Professor H.W.Lenstra Jr from UC 
Berkeley who will give lectures on algebraic number theory. These lectures will take place 
in Besarn;on (France) on .June 12-15, 1995. 

INFORMATION SERVICES 

Newsletter 
It was agreed to consider the introduction of new material : mathematics, interviews 

with mathematicians and abstracts of Euroconferences lectures. The editors wish to receive 
more material for publication in the Newsletter so that a balanced choice can be made for 
each issue. 

Advertising in the Newsletter ought to be increased. The possibility of having job 
advertisements and publicity for recruitment of students was raised. It is desirable to have 
a uniform presentation of conference announcements even if this is difficult to obtain. 

Many libraries have shown interest in the Newsletter; it was agreed to charge them a 
subscription fee of 30ECUs to be collected through member societies where possible. 

All material from the Newsletter can be used freely provided the source is acknowl
edged in print. 

Journal of the European Mathematical Society (JEMS) 
A letter of intent was signed with Springer-Verlag in December 1994. It was agreed 

to have an Editor in chief and 2 or 3 Assistant Editors who should decide jointly on each 
paper, as well as an editorial hoard, whose members should collect papers and organize 
the refereeing process. 

is to hav<� a distinct European a strong emphasis on 

Towards a European Bibliographical Database 

of of 
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the seed of a European database. A scientific committee came up with the following 
recon11neudations : 

The technical committee should try to improve the quality and organize itself to find 
out readers' reactions. 

Zentralblatt should be put on a broader European basis, and EMS should be the 
carrier of the scientific part of this change. 

Particular care should be taken of the 'visibility' of Zentralblatt. 
The Committee for reviewing journals was reconstituted as follows and called The 

Committee for a European Bibliographical Database: J. Coates (chair), A. Dold, L. Guil
lope, P. Michor, U. Mosco, B. \\Tegner and two persons from the Referativni Journal. 

Server 

It was decided that FIZ-Berlin will be the location of the server of the Society, with 
mirror servers at various locations. The services will include : 

• Mathematical services :
Electronic journals. One could collect all freely available electronic journals in

Europe, and also those from elsewhere which are willing to be mirrored here. 
Refereed conference proceedings. 
Pointers to other mathematical services. (Zentralblatt, Libraries, ... ) 

• Organizational services :
List of addresses of personal members of EMS.
List of all mathematical societies in Europe.
List of forthcoming conferences in Europe and/or worldwide, with contact addresses.
Openings and positions available.
Article of general interest for mathematicians.

To see the whole list, just login at : URL http://www.emis.de 
"emis" stands for "European Mathematical Information Services" 

SUMMER SCHOOLS 

In order to foster the circulation of young mathematicians, a series of summer schools, 
one each year in mathematics and one in applications of mathematics, will bring together 
about a hundred predoctoral students to attend advanced courses and to exchange their 
research experiences. The first one will be on Algebraic Geometry in Eger (Hungary), in 
1996. 

EASTERN COUNTRIES 
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EUROPEAN MATHEMATICAL CONGRESS (EMC) 

• EMC July 22-26, 1996 Budapest (Hungary)
Topics for the 9 round tables are now fixed

Communications and mathematics 
Mathematical games 
Goals for mathematical education 
Demography of mathematicians 
Women and mathematics 
Public image of mathematics 
Mathematics and Eastern Europe 
The career role of publication 

It appeared that there has not yet been effective publicity and information about the 
congress. Posters and information material should be sent out quickly, to be distributed 
through the national mathematical societies. There will also be 19 satellite conferences. 

• EMC 2000
Four bids to host the congress were received. A special committee of 4 persons shall

visit the sites in order to make a decision at the meeting of the Executive Committee in 
October, 1995. 

WORLD MATHEMATICAL YEAR 2000 (WMY 2000) 

The composition of the EMS Committee for WMY 2000 will be decided later. One 
should look for correspondents in each country. 

As a special project in France, 6 postage stamps with portraits of mathematicians are 
in preparation. A common German-French stamp with portraits of Poincare and Hilbert 
is also contemplated. 

RELATIONS WITH EUROPEAN MATHEMATICAL INSTITUTIONS 

• Tbilisi International Centre (Georgia).
The EMS will send three representatives to be appointed on their board.

• Banach Centre (Poland).
Of great concern to the Centre is the possible loss of buildings because of property

rights legislation. The Society considers the Banach Centre an important institution and 
supports the effort to make the continuation of the work of the Centre possible. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

• Visibility.
The Society should try to become more visible. A brochure could be prepared (in

English) and distributed on several occasions. Member societies can produce a leaflet in 
the local languages to be issued with the brochure. 

The member societies are to be asked to designate contact persons responsible for 
communications with the EMS. See page 6 for the current list of correspondents. Those 
marked with an asterist have recently confirmed willingness to continue. Dr Pick is a new 
addition to 

At the Budapest the is to a and a presR conference. 
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Publicity Officer 

Professor Mireille Chaleyat-Maurel has been appointed to the post of Publicity Officer of the Society, 
vice Professor D.A.R. Wallace (now Vice-President). She plans to take fresh initiatives to 
disseminate information on the work and aims of the Society, and to increase opportunities for 
individual and corporate members to influence the directions in which the life and work of the Society 
might develop. 

It would be of great help to her in this respect if members would communicate their views on, for 
example, the form and content of the Newsletter, or on any other issue. 

Member societies have appointed local correspondents, as listed below, who have undertaken to 
collect and transmit comments in their own region or country. Individuals may also communicate 
directly to the Publicity Officer by telephone, fax, e-mail or conventional mail at the addresses printed 
here. 

Professor M. Chaleyat-Maurel 
7 Rue de Wallons 
F75013 PARIS 
FRANCE 

Tel/Fax [33](1) 45 35 33 35 
E-mail: mem@ccr .jussieu. fr

Local Correspondents 

Professor Dr L Reich 
Universitat Graz 
Institut flit Marthematik 
Heinrichstrasse 36/IV 
A-8010
AUSTRIA

Dr Jules Leroy 
CP 218/1, ULB 
Departement de Mathematique 

Campus Plaine 
Bd du Triomphe 
1050 Bruxelles, BELGIUM 

Dr Lubos Pick 
Mathematical Institute 
Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic 
Zitna 25, 115 67 Praha 1 

CZECH REPUBLIC 

Tel: 

Fax: 
E-mail:

( +42 2) 24213973 ex:t. 363
24227633

pi.ck@csearn.bitnet 
or pick@earn.cvuLcz. 

Professor Mogens E Larseu 
K©henhavn.'! Universitets Matema!iske 

Imititut 

2 iOO KJbeuhavu \) 
DEN?v!ARK 

-----·"""""""'·----
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Professor Kalle Kaarli 
Department of Algebre & Geometry 
Tartu University 
Venemuise Str.46 
202400 Tartu 
ESTONIA 

Professor Pierre Arnoux 
Universite Paris 7 
UFR de Mathematiques 

Tour 45-55 

2 Place Jussieu 
75221 PARIS CEDEX 05, FRANCE 

Professor Dr. Reinhard Mennicken 
Fachberei.ch Mathematik 
Universitii.t Regensburg 
Universitii.tsstr 31 
D-93053 Regensburg
GERMANY

Tel; +49-941-943-2992
Fa.x: +49-941-94'3·4005

* 

E-m.ail: mennicken@vaxl.rz.uni-regensburg.d400.de



Dr Theodoros S Bolis *

President, Greek Mathematical Society 
34 Panepistimiou (Elefthe.riou Veruzelou) Street 
GR. 106 79 

ATHENS,GREECE 

Tel: +30-651-38858/98279
Fax: + 30'"651-45077
E-mail: tbolis@cc. uoi. gr

Dr Tengiz Shervashidze 
Razmadze Mathematical Institute 
Georgian Academy of Science 
1, Rukhadze Str .1. 
TBILISI 380093 
REPUBLIC OF GEORGIA 

E-mail: GMU@imath.kheta.ge
or sher@imath.kheta.ge

Professor Dr K Marti 
Federal Armed Forces University Munich 
Aero-Space Engineering and Technology 
D-85577 Neubiberg/Munich

GERMANY

* 

* 

E-mail kurt.marti@kommsrv. rz. unibw-muenchen.de

Dr Erzebet Horva'th I Pal Baranyai 
Budapest Technical University 
Faculty of Mechanical Engineering 
Department of Mathematics 
BUDAPEST 
HUNGARY 

E-mail: he@vma.bme.hu

E-mail: bp@vma.bme.hu

The Chairman 
Icelandic Mathematical Society 
Dunhaga 3 

IS-107 REYKJAVIK 
ICELAND 

E-mail: jim@raunvis.hi.is

* 

* 

Professor P L Papini 
Dipartimento di Matematica (Universita) 
Piazza Porta S. Donato 5
1-40127 BOLOGNA
ITALY

Tel: 1+39-51-354450 
Fax: +39-51-354490
E-mail: PAPINl@DM.UNIBO.IT

* 

Professor Jonas Kubilius *

President of the Lithuanian Mathematical Society 
Vilnius University 
Universiteto 3 
2734 Vilnius 
LITHUANIA 

E-mail: kubi!ius@maf.vu.lt

Professor Jean-Paul Pier 
Centre Universitaire de Luxembourg 

162A, Avenue de la Faiencerie 
L-1511 LUXEMBOURG
LUXEMBOURG

Tel: (352) 46.66.44.236 
Fax: (352) 46.66.44.237
E-mail: pier@crpcu.lu

Dr Carles Casacuberta 
Departament de Matematiques 
Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona 
E-08193 Bellaterra 
SPAIN 

Tel: 

Fax: 

(34-3) 581 1856 

(34-3) 581 2790 
E-mail: casac@mat.uab.es

* 

* 

Those marked with an asterist have, recently rnnfirmed their \ViHingness to contiuue. Dr. Pick is a new 
addition to the list 
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Euroconferences Spring-Autumn 1995 

(funded by the European Community Human Capital and Mobility Programme) 

Organizers of Euroconferences have been 
provided with funds under the European 
Community's Human Capital and Mobility 
Programme to support the participation of a 
limited number of young researchers (generally 
up to age 35). These young researchers must be 
citizens of the European Union or researchers 
working long term in a country of the EU. For 
some conferences, young researchers from the 
Associated States (currently Iceland and Norway) 
are also eligible to benefiL 1 

Each 'Euroconference' usually comprises a series 
of conferences. The list below, which covers 
events scheduled March-December 1995, gives 
the series title ( and the conference title, where 
this differs from the series title). Dates and 
venues should, however, b� considered 
provisional. Enquiries for further details should 
be made directly to the CCH>rdinator or contact 
point indicated. 

The conferences have been classified by broad 
scientific discipline; conferences which are of 
cross-disciplinary interest have been placed in 
more than one list. There are seven lists as 
follows: 

1. mathematics and information sciences
2. physics
3. chemistry
4. life sciences
5. earth sciences
6. engineering sciences
7. economics, social and human sciences

F,n some E1.u:o;;:,e1n:ferences 

Conference organizers interested in applying for 
support should note that the Human Capital and 
Mobility Programme (1990-94) bas been 
superceded by the Training and Mobility of 
Researchers Programme (1994-98). For farther 
information on funding possibilities for 
Euroconferences. Summer Schools, and Practical 
Training Courses - which will take place from 
1996 - apply for an Information Package from: 

Training and Mobility of Researchers 
European Commission 
DGXII-G Science, Research and Development 
Office 5/34 
Rue Montoyer 75 
B-1040 Bruxelles

fax: + 32 2 2956995 

specify: 'Information Package for 
Euroconferences, Summer Schools and 
Practical Training Courses' 

Commission Contact: 
Mr. E. Whitehead or 
Ms. I. Brach 

fax: + 32 2 2963270 

researchers from Aulittia, 

foeland., Nni:v:e.y 11nd .... w,,uc, .. are, m.,w""'-'' not 
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Mathematics and Information Sciences Euroconferences 1995 

.-;eries: 
Algchndc geometry (EUROPROJ) 
co-ordinat.or: HIRSCHOWITZ Andre 
fax: + 33 938 i 7348
Conference 1995: 
• OSLO (NO) 18-JUN-95 - 25-JUN-95

Series: 
Mathematical analysis [ESF line 79) 
co--onJinat.or: HENDEKOVIC Josip 
fax: + 33 88366987
Conference 1995: 
• Lornl singularities of solutions to nonliuear
and singular PDEs
SAN FELIU DE GUIXOLS (ES) 19-SEP-95 -
24-SEP-95

Series: 
The tnmsputcr consortium conference, tutodal 
and workshop progranune 
co-0rdinatm: JANE Michael 
fax: +44 1235445893 
Co11ference 1995: 
• Transputer congress, tutorials and
workshops 1995
HARROGATE (GB) 02-SEP-95 - 06-SEP-95

Series: 
Operator algebras 
co-ordinator: PEDERSEN Gert 
fax: +45 35320704
Conference 1995: 
• C*-algebras and their invarianl<;
CORK (IE) MA Y-95

contact MURPHY Gernrd
fax:: �353 2!272642
• Quantmu aualysis in operator algebra:,
ROMA (IT)

Series: 

Symposium on theoretical a:o;pcd.s of r,uuputcr 
science - ST A CS 
co-ord.inator: PETRUCCI-D AUCH Y
fax.: +33 1 42679312 
Conference 1995: 
• MUENCHEN (DE) 02-MAR-95 - 04-MAR-95
coruact MA YR Ernest
fax: +49 89 21058183

Se,ies: 

Newton Institute 
co--ordi.n.,tor: A TIY AH Michael 
fax: +44 1223330508
Conference-� 1995: 
• Exponential asymptotics in action
CAMBRIDGE (GB) spring 95
contact: HOWLS Chris
fax: +44 1223330508
• Finite to infinite dimensional dynamical
systems
CAMBRIDGE (GB) SEP-95
contact SPARROW Colin
fax: +44 1223330508
• Advances in tnJe syskms for computing
CAMBRlDGE (GB) SEP-95
contact: ABRAMSKY S.
fax.: +44 1223330508

Series: 
ICTP Conferences in mathematics 1995 
co-ordinator: NARASIMHAN Mudumbai 
fax: +39 40224163
Conference 1995: 

• Topological & geometrical problems related
to quantum theory

TRIESTE (JT) t 3-MAR-95 - 24-MAR .95

• Workshop on dJ!rnmical S}tcm<;
TRIESTE (IT) 22-MAY-95 - 02-JUN-95
• Partial differential equafion5 & applications
to geomcCrJ
TRIESTE (IT) 2!-AUG-95 m--SEP-9S
• Workshop 011 r,cnernl lheorJ of parHal
differential C(fUatiom & m.icrnloed an:d�·sis
TRIESTE (IT) (M-SEP--95 IS-SEP-95
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Mathematics· and Information Sciences Euroconferences 1995 

Series: 
Workshop on analysis of sevcral complex 
,·ariabks 
co-ordinator: 
fax: 

REES Elmer 
+44 1316506553

Conference 1995: 

• EDlNBURGH (GB) 20-MAR-95 - Ol-APR-95

Series: 
Advanced infonnation systems engineering 
(CAISE) 
co-ordinator: BRINK.KEMPER Gerard 
fax: +31 30545948 
Coriference 1995: 
• JYVASKYLA (FI) 12-JUN-95 - 16-JUN-95
r--0ntact: UV AR1 Juhani Prof. 
fax: +35 8 41603011 

Series: 
Mathematics 
co-ordinator: 
fax: 

P Al' ADOPOULOU Susanna 
+30 81234516

C.Oriference 1995: 

• CRETE (GR) summer 95

Series: 
Autour des groupcs reductifs finis, 
representations 
co--0rdinator: CABANES Marc 
fax: +33 144322080 
Coriference 1995: 
• Meetings on finite reductive groups
PARIS (FR) OI-OCT-95 - 07-0CT-95

Series: 

Formcs quadratiqucs, algebre a division et 
groupes algcbriqucs lineain':S - relatfo«l'> avec. 
la geometric algeurique cl la K-throrie 
co-0rdinator: BA YER-FLUCKIGER Eva 
fax: + 33 8 l 666526 
Conference J 995: 
• Linear algebrnk grnups and related
sructures
IHELEfHJJ (DE) summer 95
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Series: 
Matl1em.'llks at Pisa (MAP) 
co-ordinator: GALDIA'U Marghetita 
fax: + 39 50599524
Conference 1995: 
• Computer vi<iion
PISA (H)
Series:
Group theory
co-ordinator: G�RARDIN Paul 
fax: +33 1 44277818
Coriference 1995: 
(ES) summer 95 
contact RODRIGUEZ M.A. 
fax: +34 l 3945197

Series: 
Advanced topics in applied mathematics and 
thcorelicaJ physics 
co-ordinator: ORLANDI Enz.a 
fax: +39 862433180 
Coriference 1995: 

• Stochastic methods in classical and quantum
physics
BOCHUM (DE) JUNE-95
contact: ALBEVERIO S.
fax: +49 234 7094242

Series: 
Computer science logic 
co-ordinator: BOERGER Klaus 
fax: + 39 050 887 226
Coriference 1995: 

• PADERBORN (DE)

Series: 
International workshops on artificial neural 
nclwork.<i (IWANN) 
co-ordinator: CAB EST ANY Joan 
fax: + 34 34016756 
Cmiferencl!. 1995: 
" MALAGA (ES) 07-JUN··95 - 09.JUN-95 

Series: 
lntelligt>nt rnhotks Sj'S!cms (S[RS) 

CROWLEY James 
fax: + :n 7657'1602

,,.,,,,r.,•n.,-,c, f 99.1' 

• sun11ui:i 9 5
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Mathematics and Information Sciences Euroconferences 1995 

Series. 
Computational plasticity 
co-ordinator: ONATE Eugenio 
fax: +34-3-4016517
Conference 1995: 

• Fundamcntalc; and applications (COl\'1PLAS
IV)
BARCELONA (ES) 03-APR-95 - 06-APR-95

Series: 
Chaos: towanls the next century 
co-ordinator: CASAT[ Giulio 
fax: + 39 31573395 
Ccmference 1995: 
• COMO ([n

Series: 
Nonline.ar dynamics in physics and related 
sciences 
:o--ord;nator: ARIMONDO Eunio 
fax: + 39-50-48277 
Conference 1995: 
• (IT) SEP-95

Series: 
Cognitive science 
co-ordinator: DE WJJERT Charles M.M. 
fax: + 31 80615938
Conference 1995: 

• Computational modelling in psycl1ology
CAMBRIDGE (GB) sununer 95
• Cognith·e neuropsychological anal_yses and
ri1oddling
BIRMINGHAM (GB) autumn 95
• Visual informaHon processing
HAMBURG (DE) autumn 95

Series: 
Ftmdamcni.al studies in lurlmlcm::.e and 
applications to simple models 
co-ordinator: MATHlEU kan Emile 
fax: +33 72189070 

• l\fo!tifrar!:il analysis

CAMBRIDGE (GB) 95 

CO!lta.CI: v ASSIL!COS M. 
fax.: +44 12233379!8
.. Oired 1mmcrical simulation 
KARLSHRUE summer 95 
cnnUKI' ROD! M 
fa"': +·19 !216084290

Srrirf 

Mathematiqucs et applications 
co-ordinator: BRASSELET Jean-Paul 
fax: +33 91412786
• A series of sixty tutorial workshops on
themes in Pure and Applied Mathematics
LUMINY (FR) and OBERWOLFACH (OE)
throughout 1995

Series: 

Pure and Applied Mathematics (INDAM 
mecl.ings) 
co-ocdi.nator: 
fax: 

GIUSTI M. 
+ 39 64462293 

Conferences 1995 
• Recent developments in calculus of variations
nontinear elasticity
CORTONA (IT) JUNE 95
contact: PEPE L.
fax: + 39 53247292
• Geometria convessa analitica
CORTONA (In JUNE 95
contact: CATANESE F. 
fax: + 39 50599524

Series: 
Europe.an Symposium on artificial neutral 
networks (ESANN) 
co-ordinator: VERLEYSEN M. 

fax: + 32 10 452272 

Conferences 1995: 

• comult co-ordinator for details

Series: 
Algebraic geometry: cffecti\'l� methods 
co-ordinator: MORA 
fax: + 39 I 03538028 
Co11ferences 1995: 
• Computational commulati,,e algebnt
GENOVA 29-MA y.95 · 2-HJN-95
contact: ROBBIANO Lorenzo
fax: + 39 103538769
" Rese.an:h ln:-mls in polJnomiat system �olving

IIERAKt 6-JUN-95 ·· 

con!;K(:

fax: -H9

1J 



Isaac Newton Institute for Mathematical. Sciences 

ISAAC NEWTON INSTITUTE 

FOR 

MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES 

An International Institute in Cambridge 

OORODUCTION 

In recent years there have been exciting devel
opments in many branches of the mathematical 
sciences. New and deep connections have 
emerged between subjects which previously 
appeared unrelated or had little impact on one 
another. A new international institute has re
cently been established in Cambridge devoted 
to the study of all branches of the mathematical 
sciences, including pure mathematics, statistics, 
numerical methods, applied mathematics, theo
retical physics, theoretical chemistry, 
mathematical economics, theoretical computer 
science and mathematical biology. 

The Newton Institute aims to stimulate re
search in all these fields by organising a series 
of visitor programmes. These will bring together 
mathematical scientists from UK universities 
and leading experts from overs'eas. They will 
meet together for concentrated research on spe
cialised topics, and to exchange ideas and 
expertise through lectures, seminars, and infor
mal contacts made possible by their extended 
interaction in an attractive purpose-designed 
building. 

The visitor programmes each last for about 6 
months and have about 20 to 25 mathematical 
scientists in residence at any one time. There are 
two programmes running at any time so that 
there are four programmes each year. The top
ics chosen for them will be focused, but each will 
aim to bring together several areas of expertise 
so as to encourage the cross-fertilisation of ideas 
between different disciplines. The programmes 
which have taken place and been selected for the 
Institute so far are: 

Low-<limensional Topology and Quantum Field Theory 
Uuly to December 1992) 

Dynamo Theory Quly to December 1992) 
L-functions and Arithmetic Qanuary to June 1993)

Epidemic Models Qanuary to June 1993)
Computer Vision Quly to December 1993)

Random Sp,'ltial Processes Uuly to December 1993)

12 

Geometry and Gravity Qanuary to June 1994) 
Cellular Automata, Aggregation and Growth 

Qanuary to June 1994) 
Topological Defects Quly to December 1994) 

Symplectic Geometry Quly to December 1994) 
Exponential Asymptotics (January to June 1995) 

Financial Mathematics- Qanuary to June 1995) 
Semantics of Computation O uly to December 1995) 

From Finite to Infinite Dimensional Dynamical Systems 
Uuly to December 1995) 

Dynamics of Complex Fluids (January to June 1996) 
Computer Security, Cryptology and Coding Theory 

Uanuary to June 1996) 

The structure of the Newton Institute is mod
elled on that of other highly successful research 
institutes, such as the Institut des Hautes Etudes 
Scientifiques in France, the Institute for Theoreti
cal Physics of the University of California at 
Santa Barbara, the Institute for Mathematics and 
its Applications in Minnesota, and the Math
ematical Sciences Research Institute at Berkeley. 
Each of these institutes has its own particular 
character. While acting as international centres 
for research, they have served to enhance the 
strength of mathematical science in their own 
countries. The Newton Institute will build on the 
many strengths that already exist in UK univer
sities. It will a lso generate new ones, and 
generally stimulate research on mathematics 
and its applications throughout the country. 

THE INTERNATIONAL CHARACTER OF THE 

NEWTON INSTITUTE 

It is important to make it as easy as possible for 
researchers from other universities, both in the 
UK and overseas, to participate fully in the ac
tivities of the Institute. The Institute provides 
office space, subsistence expenses and a contri
b ution towards travel expenses for a large 
proportion of the participants, and assistance 
with finding living accommodation. Each scien
tific programme is organised by three or four 
experts in the subjects covered. Normally these 



organisers come from outside Cambridge and 
many are from overseas, and the lnstitu te aims 
to provide sufficient support to enable them to 
take leave from their home institutions. Visitors 
to the Institute from overseas will be encouraged 
to visit other UK universities, and funds are 
being sought for this purpose. 

Each programme normally includes periods 
when lectures which are accessible to graduate 
students are given. These are also valuable for 
more established researchers who are contem
plating a change of direction in their research, 
or who want to put themselves in a position of 
being able to interact usefully with those work
ing in an area different from t heir own. The 

programmes also include a number of work
shops concentrating on more specialised topics, 
and these vary in length from one-day meetings 
organised during the course of the programme 
to larger one or two week conferences adver
t ised internationally and organised well in  
advance. Financial support is usually available 
for a proportion of the participants at these 
'Norkshops. In particular, some funds are avail
able for the support of UK participants attending 
the shorter more informal meetings. 

The scientific work of the Institute is guided 
by a Sc\entific Steering Committee, whose mem
bership at present is: 

Professor Sir Ch,istcipher ZEeman FRS (Oxford, Chait· 
man); 

Sir Michael Atiyah OM PRS (Director of the /n.stitute); 
Professor JM Ball FRS (Heriot-Watt). 

Isaac Newton Institute for Mathematical Sciences 

Professor M V Berry FRS (Bristol); 
Professor JM Bismut FRS (Paris); 
Professor ME Cates (Edinburgh); 
Professor SK Donaldson FRS (Oxford); 
Professor T W B Kibble FRS (Imperial College); 
Professor J Moser (Zurich); 
Professor T J Pedley (Leeds); 
Professor B D Ripley (Oxford); 
Professor A F M Smith (lmperial College); 
Professor C TC Wall FRS (Liverpool). 

THE BUILDING AND FACILITIES 

St John's College has constructed a purpose-de
signed building and has made it available to the 
Institute largely rent-free for five years. The site, 
in one comer of a seven acre field in Clarkson 

Road, is in a pleasant 
area in the west of Cam
bridge, about one mile 
from the centre of the 
City and from the two 
existing University 
ma the ma t ies depart
ments. It is close to the 
Department of Physics, 
the Institute of As
tronomy and the new 
Royal Greenwich Ob
servatory, to several of 
the newer colleges, and 
to the University Li
brary. 

Work on the building, 
designed by Annand 
and Mustoe, began in 
April 1991 a nd was 
completed at the end of 
June 1992. The scientific 
work of the Institute 
wa s inaugurated on 3 

July 1992 and the first programmes began a few 
days later. The building was formally opened by 
HRH The Duke of Edinburgh, Chancellor of 
Cambridge University, on 30 October 1992 The 
building has office space for 40-50 researchers, 
together with tw'o seminar rooms, a library and 
comm.on areas. 

The Institute's library aims to provide a good 
selection o f  current and classic books, at the 
graduate text level, covering the mathematical 
sciences. It also acquires, using the advice of the 
organisers, books of a more specialised nature, 
relating to each of the current programmes. The 
Library receives approximately 60 scientific pe
riodicals as well as  the major abstract ing 
journals. There is also a reference section con
taining dictionaries, encydopedias, etc. Of 
course, it is not possible for the library of a new 
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Isaac Newton lnstiJute for Mathematical Sciences 

Institute to cover the entire range of the math
ematical sciences and members have access to 
the central libraries of the University and the 
libraries of relevant University departments. 
The Library takes national daily newspapers 
and a collection of leaflets about places to visit, 
the arts and leisure activities in Cambridge, and 
further afield, is maintained there. 

First-class computer facilities are of central 
importance. The Institute has a network of 
Hewlett-Packard 700 series workstations, Sun 
SPARCstations and Apple Macintosh Quadra 
work.stations, connected to the University's new 
Granta fibre-optic network, for computation, 
word-processing, and electronic mail communi
cations, as well as laser printers and a Canon 
CLC-10 colour printer. 

The building has facilities for lunch, to en
courage easy interaction among the participants, 
and the design of the building makes informal 
contacts between participants both frequent and 
natural, promoting the exchange of ideas. 

FUNDING 

The Institute was initiated through the generos
ity of two Cambridge Colleges. St John's College 
has given a subvention totalling £750,000 to 
cover most of the first 5 years' rent. The New
ton Trust (established by Trinity College) has 
made a grant of £1 million for other expenditure 
over this period. Other Cambridge Colleges, in
cluding Gonville and Caius, Emmanuel, Jesus 
and Christ's, have also given grants. 

The first grant from outside Cambridge came 
from the London Mathematical Society. Further 
support has come from, amongst others, the 
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Institute of Physics, N.M. Rothschild & Sons, 
Daiwa Anglo-Japanese Foundation, the French 
CNRS, the Gabriella and Paul Rosenbaum Foun
dation (U .S.A. ), and the Prudential Corporation 
plc. The U.K. Engineering and Physical Sciences 
Research Council have awarded the Institute a 
'rolling' grant of about £450,000 per year, to
gether with a grant of £100,000 towards setting 
up costs. By the time the first programmes 
started, over £5 million had been firmly prom
ised with continuing efforts being made to 
secure more visiting professorships and fellow
ships. Since much of the initial financial support 
is intended as 'pump-priming', the Institute 
needs to continue to seek substantial funds to 
secure its future. 

MANAGEMENT 

Sir Michael Atiyah has been appointed as the 
first Director of the Institute. Because he is also 
Master of Trinity and President of the Royal 
Society, Professor Peter Goddard FRS was ap
pointed as the first full-time Deputy Director. He 
was succeeded by Professor John Wright on 1 
October 1994. The Director and Deputy Direc
tor are helped by a Management Committee 
which meets at least three times each year. Most 
of its membership is local, but also with repre
sent-ation from major sources of funding. 

The subjects to be covered by the visitor pro
gramme are proposed to the Management 
Committee by the Director, on the advice of the 
Scientific Steering Committee. When a proposal 
has been agreed, the three or four mathematical 
scientists, who will organise the programme, are 
appointed. 



The Director, the Deputy Director and the 
Management Committee ruI'I the Institute in the 
interests of the UK mathematical community. 
They report to the University's General Board, 
and so the Institute benefits from the expertise 
of the University's central offices in such rr-..at
ters as financial management and fund-raising, 
the issuing of contracts, and building design and 
management; also, the lnstitute's participants 
are able to use University facilities such as the 
libraries, the Granta network and the graduate 
centre. 

ADVANTAGES OF CM1BRIDGE 

The establishment of the Institute has been pos
sible only because of the existence in Cambridge 
of colleges that have pump-priming funds avail
able for the initiation of new academic projects. 
Cambridge has two leadinS. mathematics de
partments, which provide a supportive 
environment for the activities of the Institute. 
There are also a large number of gifted gradu
ate students and undergraduates, many of 
whom go on to do research in other uni
versities. Every effort is made to bring 
these into contact with the visitors, who, 
it is hoped, will find this an attractive fea
ture of the Institute. And the general 
strength of Cambridge in the physical 
and biological sciences, technology and 
computing help to promote the interdis
ciplinary nature of the Institute, which is 
one of its important aims. 

Cambridge is a pleasant small city with 
excellent facilities. It is attractive to visi
tors from abroad. Stansted Airport is 
nearby and developing into a major inter
national airport, and there are now good 
connections to other parts of the country 
by the MU motorway and the A 1. The In
stitute provides vi$itors with help in 
finding accommodation. A new block of 
eleven small flats, furnished for the Insti
tute, and a recently renovated eighteenth 
century house, used as a lodging house 
with six rooms and communal facilities, 
have been rented by the Institute on a 
long-term basis. For visiting members 
who are accompanied by their families, 
the Institute arranges the rental of houses 
or larger flats, for example the homes of 
Cambridge academics who are away on 
sabbatical leave. 

Isaac Newton Institute for Mathematical. Sciences 

FURTHER lNFOR.t\.1ATlON 

Enquiries about the Institute, including requests 
for information about future activities or the 
procedure for making proposals for future pro
grammes, should be addressed to 

The Deputy Director 
Isaac Newton Institute 

for Mathematical Sciences 
20 Clarkson Road 
Cambridge CB3 OEH 
UK 

or to the email address 

i.newton@newton.cam.ac.uk

Information about the Institute is also available 
from our www, gopher and ftp servers 
(hostnames for the servers are 
www.newton.cam.ac.uk, gopher.new

ton. cam. ac. uk and ftp. newton. cam. ac. uk).

The Institute's telephone number is (01223) 
335999 from within the UK, +44 1223 335999 
from abroad, and its fax number is (01223). 
330508 [ +44 1223 330508]. 
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Isaac Newton Institute for Mathematical Sciences 

Some future visitor programmes at the Isaac Newton Institute 

July - December 1995 

Semantics of Computation 

Organizers: 

Enquiries: 

July - December 1995 

S. Abramsky (Imperial), G. Kahn (INIRIA Sophia-Antipolis), J.C. Mitchell
(Stanford), A.M. Pitts (Cambridge). 

For enquiries related to the programme, please contact: 

Andrew Pitts, Cambridge University, Computer Laboratory, Pembroke Street, 
Cambridge CB2 3QG, UK. 
E-mail: Andrew.Pitts@cl.cam.ac.uk

From Finite to Infinite Dimensional Dynamical Systems 

Organizers: 

Enquiries: 

January to June 1996 

P. Constantin (Chicago), J.D. Gibbon (Imperial), J. Hale (Georgia),
C.T. Sparrow (Cambridge).

For enquiries related to the programme, please contact: Colin Sparrow, 
Newton Institute, 20 Clarkson Road, Cambridge CB3 OEH, UK. 
E-mail: c.sparrow@newton.cam.ac.uk

Dynamics of Complex Fluids 

Organizers: 

Enquiries: 

January - June 1996 

M.E. Cates (Cambridge), J.R.A. Pearson (Schlumberger Cambridge Research),
K. Walters (Aberystwyth).

For enquiries related to the programme, please contact: JRA Pearson, 
Schlumberger Cambridge Research, Madingley Road, Cambridge CB3 OEL, UK. 
E-mail: pearson@cambridge.scr.slb.com

Computer Security, Cryptology and Coding Theory. 

Organizers: 

Enquiries: 

Ross Anderson (Cambridge), Paddy Farrell (Manchester), Peter Landrock 
(Arhus), Roger Needham (Cambridge). 

For programme-specific enquiries, please contact: 
Ross Anderson, Computer Laboratory, University of Cambridge, 
Pembroke Street, Cambridge CB2 3QG; UK. 
E-mail: rja14@cl.cam.ac.uk

InfomUJtion about the Newton Institute and the progranunes running here is available from our 

anonymous ftp archive. To access this you need to have access to the 'file transfer protocol', ftp, which

is standard on most Internal sites. 11,e C()mmand to use is 

ftp ftp.newton.cam.ac.uk 
logging in as ftp, when prompted for a userid, and using your email address as a password. Oiange 

directory to pub, the command is cd pub, and you will find the files located in the subdirectories there. 

To retrieve files for reading, you should use the command get/allowed by thefilename. The lnstitute's

World Wide Web server is situated at the URL: 

http://www.newtoo.cam.ac.uk/ 
and this provides a more convenient means of access for those with the appropriate software. There is 

a gopher server at the Institute so that the command gopher gopher.newtoo.cam.ac.uk can be used by 
those with gopher installed on their local network.



Isaac Newton Institute for Mathematical Sciences 

The Isaac Newton Institute for Mathematical Sciences wekomes proposals for research programmes. The 
main scientific activities of the Institute are four six month research programmes, two running from July 
to December and two from January to June each year. The Scientific Committee meets twice a 
year to make recommendations on which programmes to adopt. 

There are a.bout twenty scientists associated with each programme in residence at any time, with more 
during the vacat,ions. The scientific planning and organisation are the responsibility of a team of three or 
four organisers (aided in some cases by a. group scientific advisers). Each programme is provided with 
a budget for salary support, subsistence allowances and travel expenses but, because space and financial 
support are limited, all formal invitations are issued, and al! commitments entered into, by the Director 
or Deputy Director. 

Proposals should in the first instance be no longer than two sides of A4 and should be formulated under 
the following headings: 

L name of the author(s) of the proposal; 

2. scientific case for the proposal, preferably set out under the following headings:
a. scientific background/history of proposed topic;
b. recent progress;
c. possible future directions and developments;
d. why the topic is particularly suited to the Newton Institute at this time;

3. possible organisers;

4. about 30 to 60 possible participants, listed in the categories 'essential', 'desirable' and 'reserve'.

It is expected that each of the organisers will be present for the major part of the programme. Appropriate 
financial arrangements will be made. Participants should be selected not necessarily for their seniority 
but for their active involvement in current research. Proposals should list the affiliations of possible 
organisers and participants. 

Proposals will be welcomed at any time. They should be submitted to 

The Dep uty Director 
Isaac Newton Institute for Mathematical Sciences, 
20 Clarkson Road, 
Cambridge, CB3 OEH, 
UK. 

The Deputy Director, Professor John Wright, will be glad to answer any queries about the submission 
of proposals (tel. 0223 335999; fax 0223 330508; e-mail i. r.ewton<nne'll'to:o.. cam. ac. uk). The Scientific 
Steering Committee meets in October and March each year to consider proposals for programmes to 
run about two years later. Proposals for consideration at meetings should reach the Deputy Di
rector preferably at least two months the meeting; bnt late proposals will be given preliminary 
consideration. 

In making their recommendations, the Scientific Steering Committee will be concerned to see that the 
programmes taken together reflect the broad scope the mathematical sciences which the Institute is 

S1nith 
.\farch 1995 

--------·-·---------------.. ----------------

of 



MATHEMATICS EDUCA1'/0N 

ICMES - 8th International Congress on 
l\1athen1atical 

11,e N�Jiom1.l Comnii!tet: ii,r fCME-8 on 
behalf of thii fote.rnatiomd Comrni;,:sion on 
ltfathem::i.ri.,::al hmtmcti,)n and th0 
Fcdt:W/,'X(lll -�"!!,-J'•"'"·"'·"' 
de tvfat,:mati<:ll.8 is 
,h,d the on 
M,itherrw1il.';.t,! Edu:;,;.tim, win he hdd i.n th� of 

from M to 21, l99(i. PnY>'i,}1;s 

and 
IC.!liU, a Commission of the International 
Mathematica! Union (IM U). The ICME-8 intends 
to continue this series of congresses with the 
objective of increasing the development of 
mathematical education in order to improve the 
learning and teaching of mathematics. We invite 
you to participate in ICME-8, the program of 
which will include a wide variety of scientific 
activities and an extensive cultural and social 
program for delegates and their companions, where 
you will have the opportunity to exchange views 
and discuss new ideas about the basics of 
mathematical education, in rui. international setting. 

In order to achfove a greater particij)ation of 
teachers from developing countries and in the spirit 
of the ICMI Fund, the ICME-8 
Organisation ,:vill divert :;ome of its income towards 
Grants. More detailed information about this 

Program of the Congress 

The ICME-8 includes a rich scientific program, 
which wiH cover the most areas in 
mathematical education and will confront the 
cmcial problems which will be of interest to the 
3,500 to 4,000 participant<; we expect to welcome 
to this 

11M1re will ,tl,�:i bi} E::diibitkms 
software and variou.i:; materials. 

ofthe !CMI will cc,ntribute to 1h,;; program, 
th1�ir rictivitii;;s. 

may 
translated informally in tlH., 
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t:h,:,) ·;;ci,��ntific f�·rog:r.tH":0 1: 

(�hHir �'Jf d1t�: In:t,,;rh'H�tion.::d 
Cnrmnil.h�<" at the congres,s i,iklress. 

SEVlLLE 

A 
the /'\!b.ntic Oc:,0:an and traversed 

80 hu:; from 
the River 

Seville is !he 
bas over 2000 years of history and is the 
such universal myths as Don 
Carmen. It was the birth place of Roman 
Emperors such as Tra_jan and Hadrian and of 
famous painters such as Velazquez and Murillo. 
Seville has one of the largest historic centres in 
Europe with remarkable ancient monuments: the 
Cathedral, the Giralda Tower, the Archive of the 
Indies, the Alcazar, etc. 
The traditional chann of its streets, its hospitality 
and the gaiety of its inhabitants and its traditions, 
preserved over centuries, from part of the Seville 
of today, a modern city of great commercial and 
touristic activity and seat of the last University 
Exposition in 1992. 
Despite its proximity to the sea, the climate of 
Seville is Mediterranean with a strong Continental 

with a mean annual temperature of 18.8" C. 
At !he t.ime of the !he average 

wiH be 27, l O the mean maximum 
being 35.scc and minimum 18.6° C (with a relative 
humidity of 47 

Electronic infonnation via Mosiac 

From the lst of March you will he able to 

Th,:. URL wiH he: 

1\NNCHJNCE.MENT 

The Second Am1om1ctment to he in die 
s{�,.c:(n1d half of \Vil! contain fuB �.nd detai!t�d. 
.infi.:nm.atmn ahom tim s,r;i,t11tifo; <im! srn,:iai prngrnm 
of the, ·with rmd 
,a::·.ccH,tmods.hon fo:rmt. a.nd �,uhmi,;si.on of �h.ort 

Jf you wou.!d li:ke t,i re/:.eive 
the form as .\?oon a,.:, 



Working Groups 

WG I Communication in the classroom. 

WG2 forms of mathematical ""'''""""'""'' 

\VGJ Students' attitudes and motivation 

WG4 Stmfonts' difficuhieH in 

WGS 

Mathematics for WG7 

WG8 :l;.fathe.matics for stud,;;:;nti; with needs 

WG9 Innovation in ai,.sessm;;;:nt 

WGIO 11.n<l mathematics 

¥/Gl 1 ,l\ curriculum from ;icratch 

WGI2 Curriculum in the primary school 

WG13 Curri,,ulum in the secondary school 

WG 1.4 Linking mathematics with other school subjects 

WG15 The impact of'"''", . .,.,,,.,.,.., 011 the mathematics 

curriculum 

WG16 The role of technology in the mathematics 

classroom 

WGl7 Mathematics as a service subject at the 

tertiary level 

WG18 Adults returning to mathematics education 

WG19 Preparation and enhancement of teachers 

WG20 Evaluation of teaching, centers and systems 

WG21 The teaching of mathematics in differ,int 

cultures 

WG22 Mathematics, edu"ation, and culture 

'w'G23 am,,ng co1.mtries and m 

rnathematics education 

WG24 Criteria for and relevance in 

mathematics education research 

WG25 Didactics of m:,ithemat.ic� as a Sl;ientific 

WG26 Connections betw,�en resear,�h and 

mathematk·s edu1-sation 

SA.l<:l\-1 THALES 
Facu!tad de MatermUkm; 

m 

TG! 

TG2 

TG3 

TG4 

TG5 

TG6 

TG7 

TG8 

MA11!EMA11CS EDUCA110N 

Topic Groups 

Primary school mathematics 

Sectmdary school rnathematics 

mathematics 

Distance of mathematics 

Education for 1nathematics in the 

Mathemati,:8 teaching from a constructivist 

of view· 

The of mathematical creativity 

Proofa1 and proving: Vli1,y, when and how 

TG9 Statistic� and prohability at the secondary level 

TG10 Problem s,1lving throughout the curriculum 

TGH The future of calculus 

TG 12 The future of geormelry 

TG! 3 The future of algebra and arithmetic 

TGl4 Infinite processes throughout the curriculum 

TGlS Art and mathematics 

TG.16 History of mathemat.ics and the teaching of 

mathematics 

TG 17 Mathematical modelling and applicants 

TG18 Roles of calculators in the classroom 

TG19 Computer-based interactive learning 

TG20 Te.chnology for visual representation 

TG2 i Mathematics instruction based on manipulative 

materials 

TG22 Mathematical games and puzzles 

TG23 Future ways of puhlishing in mathematics 

education 

TG24 Mathematics N,mr,r>i,,tu .. , 

TG25 l\fathemati�,s duhs 

TG26 fokm>1tional comparative 

,n"""""''""·""'· S.A. 

v.,n;;.•n,m {i4() 

41012 SEVILLA ·· 08028 BARCELON.A ··· 
Fe,fork:o Sru:i . .:hez ""''""'"· 
4HJO SEVILLA -

Td: + · :34-.S-462 36 5ll 
Fax: + · 34-5423 6:J 78 
e-rrw.U: H'lw:,1'.l!Gr:m·.,e,

Till; + .. 'J4<J-4tJ! 63 67 
Fax: -i- • 34-3-40 ! 63 67 
e-urnj 1: at.!r1.rn11ra11:.,(

Tel: + 

+ 

F:rr:c + 

- 34-5-421 89 84

· 34 .. 5.421 89 85
- 34.,:5,-421 SJ 34
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Problem Corner 

Problem Corner 

The Leningrad �1athematical Olympiads 

Dr Mark Saul from Bronxville Schools, president of the 
League, has a trained eye for the varied landscape 
particularly in Russian mathematics In his to a 
problems (and solutions) the five Leningrad Mathematical Olympiads 

Paul Jainta 

1991 appreciates without envy Soviet n,,,n-w•n"'·"' 

tl1e encouragement For, 
orchestral music, thick novels, and dassic ballet, is among 
Nobody win deny that the Russian school mathematics has 
since Catherine the Great summoned Euler to St. Petersburg. During the period Russian 
history this stream became a flood. Soviet mathematicians contributed enormously to the fields of 
number theory, analysis, and probability. Some of this increa.<::e in mathematical activity was due to 
a sentient investment on the part of the Soviets in science and technology. TI1e prevailing ideology 
gave a central place to the sciences as crowning human achievements. But government support did 
not come without a price. Many have noted the strong political influence on who might write or win 
contests. Anti-Semitism plagued the mathematical professions. Indeed, many gifted mathematicians 
who were out of favour politically or ethnically found second careers in education and made 
remarkable contributions. 

It was very difficult, during the Soviet era, to do research in the humanities while fending off the 
intellectual barriers imposed by the totalitarian state. Researchers in physics, chemistry and medicine 
for instance were severely hampered by political constraints, since their work might depend on costly 
equipment, or could be tied to military or industrial priorities. The need for laboratories, and the 
tendency of government to direct researc� into particular areas led to a heavy political presence in 
the field. But mathematicians were lucky. With their pencils and notepads, they were relatively free 
to work. The applications of much of their work were sufficiently general or far removed from their 
own lives to pre-empt serious political interference. For this reason, young people with intellectual 
ability would turn to mathematics, where they found ready role models and relatively few constraints 
for thought. And they were escorted by mentors among working mathematicians. That's all there 
is to tl-ie extolled Soviet mathematical culture: the close connections between research and education, 
between university and high school, between professor and teacher. Mathematicians at the highest 
levels of their profession in the main didn't consider working with young people in elementary and 
high schools beneath them. Such world-class mathematicians as Kolmogorov, Dynkin or Gelfand 
founded schools and journals, wrote articles, and gave talks to students at (pre-)college levels. The 
Russian-language journal kvant and the nearly legendary mathematical competitions are outstanding 
monuments to this culture. Among tl1ese exciting and interesting mathematical events the Leningrad 
Olympiads are coming to the fore. They must be seen against this background and they are the 
product of much thought by some of the most able mathematical minds to be found anywhere. The 
Jabour-intensive form of the olympiad program, and especially of the oral round, could only have 
evolved in an environment rich in mathematics, and possessing a tradition of cooperation and 
communication between people doing mathematics at every level. 

In their preface to Leningrad Mathematical Olympiads, edite.d by Stanley Rabinowitz, Math. Pro 
Press. Westford, Massachusetts, USA, the authors Dmitry Fomin and Alexey Kirichenko, both 
graduates of Leningrad State University, are not exaggerating when writing that the LMO ... is perhaps 
a unique phenomenon in the world of mathematics competitions. Dmitry Fomin, now an Assistant 
Professor at the Chair of High Geometry in the faculty of Mathematics and Mechanics of St 
Petershurg State University, and A.lexey Kirichenko, currently a lecturer of mathematics at 
St Petersburg Electro-Technical University, offer two reasons for First almost all prohlems 
proposed at the LMO are new and original. Second, the LMO is the official competition in 
Russia (and perhaps in the world) in which the final rounds are held in oral form. Rather, it is like 
a series of conversations between contestants and jury members. 
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Problem Corner 

A thumbnail skeh:h of the LMO 

in four 
six grades, held at 

minds is in a 
u,nn,""'""' so able, and so motivated, to provide for the future 

is estimated that more than 60% the mathematics faculty of State University would have 
a hand in writing, grading, or judging each Olympiad. Even in the (former) Soviet Union, this is 
unique. 
Because of its peculiarity I am considering the idea of dealing with the structure of the LMO in depth 
another time. For, in addition to being divided into levels, the LMO is split into age groups. 
Students in grades 6-8 participate in the junior ol ympiad, while those in grades 9-11 compete in the 
senior olympiad. For this quarter's contest we give five problems of the fifty-seventh Olympiad 
(1991), main round, grades 10 and 11. 

Q22. Given the positive real numbers, A,B,C and D, prove t.he inequality 
max(A2-B B2-C C2-D Dz-A) � max(A2-A B2-B C2-C D2-D) 

' ' ' . ' ., ' 
. 

Here max(x,y, ... ) denotes the greatest number from the set {x,y, ... }. 

Q23. Two circles with centers 01 and 02 intersect at points A and B. A circle passing through 
points 0 1 , B and 02 intersects the cirde with centre 02 at point P. Prove that points 0 1,A 
and P are collinear. 

Q24. Given a continuous monotonically increasing function f such that f(O)=O and f(l)= 1, prove 
that 

,(_!_)+ 1(1-)+ ... + ,(�)+r
t

(_!_) +r
1 

(1...)+ ... + 1-1 (�) s: 9910 10 10 10 10 10 10

Q25. Can one split the numbers 1,2, ... ,100 into three groups so that the sum of the numbers in the 
first group is divisible by 102, the sum of the numbers in the second group is divisible by 203, 
and the sum of the numbers in the third group is divisible by 304'! 

Q26. Do there exist fiJur distinct real numbers such that any two of them - say, x and y - are 
conne1..1ed by the relation 

Q27. (A somewhat analogous version of Q 16, proposed by Francois Sigrist, NeucMtel) 
Five spherical caps of the same radius are disjoint on a sphere. Prove that one can move them 
so as to make room for a sixth one. 
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Problem Corner 

SOLUTIONS 

No solutions were submitted to questions Q 11--QIS, so I give brief solutions by the proposers. 

QI 1. Starting with any three digit number n we obtain a new number f(n) which is equal to the sum of 

the three digits of n , their three products in pairs, and the product of all three digits. 

{i) Find the value of nlf(n) when n :::: 625. 

(ii) 

Solution: 

Find all thre-,e digit numbers such that the ratio nLf(n) 1 

(i) When n = 625 the value is 5 .

(ii) Let n = abc"'lOOa+lOb+c. Then f(n)=a+b+c+ab+bc+ca +abc, so rt "'f(n) can be
rewritten in the form

a (100-(b+ l)(c+ 1)] = b(c -9) . 

Since O � a,b,c � 9 ,  LHS � 0 while RHS s; 0. For equality to hold we require both sides of this 
expression to be zero. 

LHS = a [100 -(b+ l)(c+ 1)] = o- (since a *0) (b + l)(c + 1) = 100 whence b = c = 9 . In this case 
the above equation is automatically satisfied, and the possible answers are then 

n = 199,299,399,499,599,699,799,899,999. 

QJ2. In triangle ABC the point X lies on BC. 

(i) Suppose that L BAC = 90° , that X is the midpoint of BC , and that L BAX is one

third of L BAC. What can you say (and prove!) about triangle ACX?

(ii) Suppose that L BAC = 60" , that X lies one third of the way from B to C , and that

AX bisects L BAC. What can you say (and prove!) about triangle ACX?

Solution: 
(i) By the converse of Angle in a Semicircle, BC is the

diameter of the circle through ABC having centre

(ii) 
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X and radius AX=BX=CX. It follows that d ACX

is isosceles with one of its angles ( !.. XAC) equal
to 60" , from which it follows that the remaining two

angles are also 60°, and a ACX is thus equilateral.

BA BX 
By the Angle Bisector Theorem, = 

AC XC 

1 

2 
Produce AB to D so that AB=BD, in which case 

AD=AC, and !J. ADC is e.quilateral. If AX produced meets 

DC at Y, then A Y and CB are me.dians of a ADC and 

!. ACX= L CA){"'"" 30" so that A ACX is isosceles. 

x 



Problem Corner 

Ql3 The sequence of integers u0, u l' u2
, u3 , ... satisfies u0

"" 1 and u,.,1·u,,_1 = k·u,. for each n:?:1,

where k is some fixed positive integer. If u2000 = 2000 , detcnnini:- all possible values of k. 

Solution: 
k ·-, u6 "' 1 and u7 = u. Since the
u

sequence ii:; second-orda and \Ve now have u6 "'u0 and u1 = u
1

, it follows that the sequence is periodic 
with period 6; that u

6p
,q = u

1
1 for all integers p :?: 0 and O s: q s 5.

Then 2000 "'u2000 "' utix.HJ+z =- u2 =ku . 

Now u5 an integer-u lk, i.e. k = mu for some integer m (in particular, It< k), from which it follows that 

2000=mu2 and u 2 l2000 . Also, k>O-u>O. 
2000 = 44 .53 has (4 + 1)(3 + 1) = 20 factors and hence 10 factorisations ku , with k > u ; these are 
(k,u) = (2000,1)*, (1000,2)*, (500,4)*, (400,5)* (250,8), (200,10)*, (125,16),(100,20)*,(80,25) and 
(50,40) .  
In order t o  satisfy it 2 12000 only those starred (*) solutions suffice and there an� six possible values of 
k , namely k = 2000, 1000, 500, 400, 200 and 100 . 

Ql4 The points Q,R lie on the circle y , and P is a point such that PQ, PR are tangents to y. 

A is a point on the extension of PQ, and y' is the circumcircle of triangle PAR . The circle 

y I cuts y again at B , and AR cuts y at the point C . Prove that L PAR = L ABC . 

Solution: 
There are many ways of approaching this problem. I have 
chosen a more concise approach which requires the ·(
construction of no additional lines to the obvious ones. 
Joining BR, we have L ABR= 180° - L APR 
(opposite angles of cyclic quadrilateral 

APRB)-L ABC +L CBR =L PAR +LPRA (from Ll APR). (*) 
Since PR is a tangent to y. L PRC = L CBR (Alternate 
Segment Theorem) -L PRA = L CBR. 
Equation (*) then gives LABC =LPAR as required. 

D 

Q15 An increasing sequence of integers is said to be alternating if it starts with an odd term, the second 
term is even, the third term is odd, the fQurth is even, and so on. The empty sequence (with no 
term at is considered to be alternating. Let A(n) denote the numher of alternating sequences 
which from the set . Show that A(l):::: 2 and A(2) =;; 3. Find 
the value of A(20) , and prove that your value is correct. 

Solution: A em.11miration nf cases up to n == 3 
n = O:{} """!. 
n 1:{},{1} =-, 
n �=, 2 : {},{I},{ J ,2} '" 3. 

Let {apa2 be an alternating sei1uence on 11,2, ... ,nL T'hen either a
1 

= 1 or a, 2 3 {and a 1 is odd). 
If ,=l,then the sequence -1, -·1,", ··l}is onil .,.,n··l1and there areA.(n··l) 
such sequences. 1f a 

1 
?. 3 , or if lh(, sequt'.ncc i� on 

{ ..... , n ··2}, there A(n such sequ;:;11tes. 
arise in one such way. Hence 'We have A(n) "'A(n ·· l) + A{n 

the Fihonacd sequence, so that ,1(20) = F12 "' 1 . 

----·--------------------------·-----·---
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Problem Corner 

Ql_6 Proposed by Fmnr;:ois Sigrist, Neuchatel, Switzerland. 

An equilateral triangle is covered hy five smaller equilateral friangks 
that it is to move the smaller so as to cover the 

to each other. Prove 
with four of them. 

Solut.ion: 

Consider six . the vertices of th,� of its sides, One of !he f iw ;1;1m1Her 
its side is not less 1ban halt' the must cover rwo 

L_I -"111--· _\_\

�.ide 
1he 

{Note: F is not 
of mathematics 
the 

So each of the fom into which 

one of the 

Dr.Chri;;fom Blatter, 
:m mtide in 
based on this 

entitled: Are you 1n.i:w1en,unica 

Q l 6 stems from a Moscow mathematical and has 
appeared previously -··· what a coincidence! -· in the fabulous journal 

kwmt, one of the mainstays of the rich Russian malhematical culture 
depicted above, 

[] 

Finally, propose problems for which readers will send in solutions. Proposals should, whenever possible, 
be accompanied by a solution, references, and other insights which are likdy to he of help to the editor. 
They can be anything from elementary to advanced, from easy to difficult. Original problems are 
pa1ticular!y sought. So, please submit any interesting problems you come across, especially those from 
(problem) books and contests that are not easily accessible. Original problems are particularly sought. 
But other interesting problems may also be acceptable provided they are not too well known and 
references are givt�n as to their provenance. Ordinarily, if the originator of a problem can be located, it 
should he submitted by snmebody else without permission. I hereby invite my readers to share them with 
their colleagues and students. 

In future we will complete this section with new problem sets of Pre-Olympiad type from time lo time. 

It seems a good idea to acknowledge the interests of those readers who are beginning to try their hand at 
problem solving or who are looking for matedals to use with mathematics clubs and in the classroom. 
So we will be giving contest questions, sometimes in short answer or multiple choice format, when we 

wiH give the answers only in the next issue. I we.leome your input, and especially problem sets and 
solutions for use! 

That fills thtl space we have available this issue. Send me your nice solutions, Olympiads, and pre
Olympiad contest materials. 

Paul Jainta, Werkvolkstr. 10, D-91126 Schwabach. Germany 
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EUROPEAN NEWS: Country by Country 

• BELGIUM·

PRIX DE LA FOUNDATION DU l 50eme ANNIVERSAIRE DE LA 

SOClETE ROYA.LE HES SCIENCES DE LIEGE 

<le vous informer que cette anm'!e quatre prix intemationaux 
U�l'" ...... ,,.uan.• 1990-1 senmt de.Gemes a de chercheurs de moin.s <le 

3.5 ans au 31 decembre 1995. 

Ces prix d'un montant de 75.000 fran .. �s chacun ont pour but de recompenser 1m ensemble de 
travaux publies par un auteur seul ou en collaboration dans Jes domaines suivants: 

Biologie 
Chimie 
Mathematique 
Physique 

Prix Edouard VAN BENEDEN 
Prix Louis D'OR 
Prix Lucien GODEAUX 
Prix Pol SWINGS 

Toute demande d'information doit etre adressee le plus tot possible au Professuer G. HAMOIR, c/o 
Secretariat de la Societe Royale des Sciences de Liege, Institut de Mathematique, Universite de Liege, 
15, avenue des Tilleuls, B-4000 LIEGE (Belgique). FAX: --32(41) 66 95 47. 

Des reception de cette demande, la documentation permettant (d'introduire) un dossier complet sera 
transmise a l'interesse. 

La date limite de depot des dossiers est fixee au ler octobre 1995. 

PRIZES OF THE 150th Al'.l\iTJVERSARY FOUNDATION OF THE 

ROYAL SOCIETY OF SCIENCES OF LIEGE 

The Society of Sciences is pleased to inform you that this year it will award four international prizes 
(3rd quinquennial period 1990-1995) to young researchers, whose age is under 35 on December 31st 
1995. 

These prizes, amounting to 75.000 Belgian francs each, will reward a collection of published work 
either by a single author or in collaboration, in the following fields: 

Biology 
Chemistry 
Mathematics 
Physics 

Edouard VAN BENEDEN Prize 
Louis D'OR Prize 
Lucien GODEAUX Prize 
Pol SWINGS Prize 

request for more information can be addre"'se-.d as soon as possible to Professor G, HAMOlR, c/o 
Secretariat of the Royal Society of Sciences of Liege, Institute of Mathematics, 15, Avenue des 
Tilleuls, B- 4000 LIEGE {Belgium). FAX: -�32(41)66 95 47. 

On instructions 

The deadline for application i-. October lst 1995. 
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• CATALONA

26 

W:be jf err an $)Unper i �alaguer �rf ?e 1995 

Fe,.,.an Sunye,. i Bala9ue,. (1912-1967) was a self-taught Catalan 1ttathe1ttatician 
who, in spite of a se,.ious physical disability, was ve,.y active in ,.esea,.ch in classical 
Ma+he1ttatical .Analysis, an a,.ea in which he acqui,.ed in+e,.national ,.eco9nition. 

ILh year in honor of the memory of Ferran Sunyer i Balaguer. the lnsti!ut d'Estudis Catalans 
awards an international mathematical research prize bearing his name. This prize has b�en awarded for 
the first time in April 1993. The competition is open to all mathematicians, subject to the following 
conditions: 

1. The prize will be awarded for a mathematical monograph of an expository nature presenting the
latest developments in an active area of research in Mathematics, in which the applicant has made
important contributions.

2. The monograph must be original, written in English, and of at least 150 pages. In exceptional
cases, manuscripts in other languages may be considered.

3. The prize, amounting to 1.800.000 pta, is provided by the Ferran Sunyer i Balaguer Foundation.
The winning monograph will be published in Birkhauser Verlag's series "Progress in
Mathematics·, subject to the usual regulations concerning copyright and author's rights.

4. The winner of the prize will be chosen by a Scientific Committee consisting of:
Prof. (ierhard Frey (Vniversitat Essen), 
Prof. Joan (iirbau (Vniversitat Autonoma de Barcelona), 
Prof. Paul Malliavin (Vniversite de Paris VI), 
Prof. Joseph Oesterle (Vniversite de Paris VI), 
Prof. Alan Weinstein (University of California at Berkeley) 

5. Monographs, preferably typeset in TEX should be sent to the following address, and must arrive
there before December 15, 1995 in order to be considered:

lnstitut d'Estudis Catalans 
Carrne, 47 
08001 Barcelona 
Spain 
e-mail: crrn@crrn.es

6. The name of the prize-winner will be announced in Barcelona in April, 1996.

7. The submission of a monograph implies the acceptance of all of the above conditions .

Barcelona, .Ap,.il 1995 

.:_D
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as well. .as papers 
,-.,,ouvucc-u:1, . .H., to other fields or on the 

cultural and soda! context. The 
Revue d fhistoire ties,· is an 
international itself to 
teachers of mathematics, mathematicians, 
historians and philosophers of science, and to 
an those interested in understanding 
mathematics. 

Editor : C. Gilain. 

M:anaging Editors: J.-L. Chabert, A. Dahan. 

Editorial Board: E. Bayer, R. Bkouche, P. 
Cartier, J.-L. Chabert, K. Chemla, P. Crepel, 
A. Dahan, J. Dhombres, P. Dugac, C. Gibin,
H. Gispert, C. Houze!, J.-P. Kahane, J.
Peiffer, R Rashed, H. Sinaceur, J.-·L. Verley.

Advisory Board: C. Alvarez (Mexico), LC. 
Arboleda (Colom,bia), E. (Spain), L 
Beaulieu (Canada), B. Belh:oste U. 
Bottazzim (Italy), J. Buchwald 
B. Bru, J.-P. Bourguignon, A. Chenciner
(France), J. Cross (Australia), S. Demidov

B. Diagne J. Gray (Great
Britain), G. Israel (Italy), E. Knobloch 
(Germany), P. Lelong J. Ultzen
(Denmark), J. Maw-hin H. Mehrtens

S. Petrova

N .. lfonni,;;Uin. 
'J\'1·"o jsKues� et1i.::h. of .L50 pages, wiH c:.i:::in:1e out 
eve,17;,' year . 

._,, ............ ,.� m.1mht,r J 

U .HOTTA'.l.ZJNI et R. f;\ZZIOL! 

Fram:e avant la crise de 1905 Bord 
.et Kms les autr�:s". 
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nLes et le mouvement 
fixe chez 

Harnilton" . MARTlN "Probabilites et 

P. LELONG ''D'um:, variable i'i

or· 
hi: addressed lo : 

Jns!it.ut Henri Point.:are 

: his fondions 

11 rue;; Pi.:,ne & !vfo.rie Curie 
7523 i Paris cedex 05 

Tel : 0) 44 27 67 97 
Fax : (1) 40 46 90 96 
E-mail : rhm@dmi.eos.fr

WORKSHOP ON 

"NONS!vIOOTH ANALYSIS 

AND ITS APPLICATIONS" 

27�29 June 1995 Pau, France 

Scope of the conference: The development of 
analysis has known a breakthrough with the 
discovery of differe.ntial calculus at the end of 
the seventeen century. by Newton, Leibniz 
(and many other mathematicians who played a 
role of one sort or another such as Cavalieri, 
Fermat, L'Hospital, Roherval, Saint-Vincent, 
Torricelli, Wallis ... ). Many other branches of 
science have taken advantage of this 
breakthrough (astronomy, mechanics, 
physics ... ). The end of the present century 

,n.�n,P'.rn'"" various tentatlves, in order to 
launch a broader framework as several 

.. ) or 
eco110mics .. ) do not enter 
in the realm of dasskal differential caku!m,. 

Nonsmooth 
now ramifk:ations. hi other of 

lt 
i:;; the purpose of the to 
of the i;tate of the ar! in the fidd and to liht� 

on it;,; latest 
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Topics: Main concepts of nonsmooth 
analysis and their applications 
to optimization. 

Penalization, sensitivity analysis. 
Applications to optimal control and the 
calculus of variations. 
Applications to shape optimisation. 
Applications to nonlinear analysis. 

Scientific Committee: J. Boi.wein 
(Vancouver), F.H.Clarke (Lyon), A.D.loffe 
(Technion, Haifa), C.Lemarechal (INRIA), 
L. Thibault (Montpellier) 

Contact: J.-P. Penot, Maths appliquees 
Faculte des Scienc.es 
Av. de J'Universite, 6400 PAU 
France 
Tel: 33 16 59 92 30 73 
E-mail: jean-paul.penot@univ-pau.fr
Fax: 33 59 92 32 00

Deadline for the submission or abstracts: 
May 241995. 

Cl.RM: 

Centre Internat.ional de Recontres 
Mathematique_s1 Luminy Case 916, 13288 
Marseille Cedex 9, FRANCE. 

Tel: 91 83 30 00 
Fax: 91 41 47 86 
E-mail: azm@cirm.univ.mrs.fr

Colloques mathematiques 1995 

3-7 July
S'ysr:emes dyn.amlques et theorie des nombres
P. Liardet (lL d'Aix-Marseille I), D. Lind
( U. of Washington, Seattle)

10..14 July 

l?eseau::i,; d 'interconne.xion 
J> . D. Sotteau . de

Perturbations 

P. Brunovskl

{U. 
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M. Dknier

4-8 September
V, colloque international de theorie des
graphes et de cmnhinatoire
C. Berge, V. Giakoumalcis (EHESS, Pads),
J.-F. Maurras {GIA, Marseille)

H�15 September 
ProblenU?s bien poses et stabilite en 
optim.isation 
Y. Sonntag (U. d'Aix-Marseille 1)

18-22 September
Geometrie des equations dijferentielles
J.P. Francoise {U. Paris 6), R. Roussarie
(U. de Dijon)

25-29 September
Cryptographie
J. Stern (ENS-Paris)

2-6 October
Introduction aux systemes d'Euler
J.-B. Bost (IHES) et F. Loeser (Ecole
Polytechnique, Palaiseau)

9-13 October
Fonctions zeta dynamiques
V. Baladi (ETH Zentrum, Zurich), D. Ruelle
IHES, Bures sur Yvette) 

16-20 October
Histoire de la lecture des anciens en
mathematiques
K. Chemla (Eq. REHSEIS, CNRS, Paris),
J. Pfeiffer (CNRS, Paris) E. Knobloch
(TU Berlin)

30 October� 4 November 
1heorie des operateurs 
B. Chevreau, N. Nikolski (U. de Bordeaux),
J.-P. Labrousse (U. de Nice), M. Mhekbt:a,
F. Vasilescu (U. de Lille)

13-17 November

20-24 November



• GEORGIA

Prize: 

During the Georgian Congress of 
Mathematicians in June 1994, organized by the 
Georgian Mathematical Union (GMU), the 
prize of the Union was awarded to Dr. Ramaz 
Bochorishvili for a monograph "Numerical 
Methods that Converge in Minimal a Priori 
Estimates for Nonlinear Scalar Laws", Tbilisi, 
1993. This work was published according to 
the decision of Publishing Council of Vekua 
Institute of Applied Mathematics of Tbilisi 
State University. 

Joumals: 

The bimonthly "Proceedings of the Georgian 
Acad. Sci. Mathematics" was announced in the 
7th issue of the present newsletter( 1993). Its 
first and last volume (6 issues) appeared in 
1993. Last year that volume was republished 
by the Plenum Publishing corporation, New 
York and London as vol 1 of the 
"GEORGIAN MATHEMATICAL JOURNAL" 
(GMJ). Plenum continues this title. First two 
issues of vol 2 of GMJ are already published 
this year. The international editorial board 
remains the same as of "Proceedings ... ". For 
the subscription (price 195 USD for vol l and 
205 USD for vol 2). 

GERMANY 

Max-Planck-Institut fur Mathematik 

Gottfried-Claren-StraBe 26, D-53225 Bonn 

Permanent Members: 

EURONEWS 

Contact: 

Subscr. Dept. Plenum Pub!. Corporation, 
233, Spring, Str., New York, 
N. Y.10013-1578, U.S.A. 

Papers should be sent to: 

Prof.I. Kiguradze 
Editor-in Chief of GMJ 
Razmadze Mathematical Institute 
Georgian Academy of Scknces 
1, Rukhadze Str., Thilisi 380093 
Republic of Georgia 

Another new journal "Memoirs on Differential 

Equations and Mathematical Physics" is 
established by the Razmadze Mathematical 
Institute. It is designed particularly for long 
(up to 140 p.) research papers on partial and 
ordinary differential equations. Editorial board: 
H. Antosiewicz (Los Angeles), N. Azbelev
(Perm), R. Bantsuri and T. Burchuladze
(Tbilisi),M. Drakhlin (Ariel),R.
Finn(Stanford),R. Gamkrelidze (Moscow), N.
Isobov (Minsk), L. Jentsch (Chemnitz), G.
Kharatishvili and I. Kiguradze (Tbilisi),K
.Kreith (Davis),L. Kudrjavtsev (Moscow), Yu.
Mitropolsky (Kiev),F.Neuman (Brno), B.
Pobedrja and N. Rozov (Moscow).
Subscriptions and orders for publication should
be addressed to the editorial office of
''Memoirs ... " at the Razmadze Mathematical
institute. Subscription price for vol 1 (3
issues)is 138 USD.

Scientific Meml.Jers.' F.Hirzebruch (Director), G.Faltings, G.Harder, Yu. Manin, D.Zagier

Head, Topology Group: H. Baues 

Scientific Assistants: D.Huybre.chts, R. Kelkrhals

Visiting Research 
S, MSU 

D., Moskmi 
-\nosc,v, D.V., Moskrm 

A., 

.P., PeimBt.a.te 
Behtrnd, K, M.L 
Hdn, \\,, Ben Gnrion U 

H., lf of M 
Bu1tmi, ."i • I �Ls 

L1, :u. c.f Fenn. 
C'i.rrnntr1\' S (; .. 1 Pert�:-1iavJ 

, A, PCH,B 

Spring/Summer 1995 
AkL "GaugA and 4-Mfds" 
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Edmonds, A., Bloomington 
Eholzer, W., Bonn 
Fr�yshov, K., Oxford 
Galicki, IC, U. of New !Vlexico 
Gottsche, L., Trento 
Guerzhoy, P., Haifa 
Hambleton, L, McMasl.er U. 
Hern!d, Ch , UC Irvine 
Huebschmann, J., Lilli' 
Kashin, B., I\loskau 
Kim, Jongsu, Seoul 
Kontsevich, M .. UC Berkeley 
Kordyukov, Yu., Ufo. 
Kiidt!e, 0., Bayreut.h 
Lang, S., Yale V. 
Le, Hong Van, Hanoi 
Leary, I., Barcelona 
Leprevost, F., Paris VII 
Lf'.Znov, A., I\foskau 
Li, Weiping, Yale 
Lisca, P., Rom 
Maslen, DJ<., Harvard 
Matic, G., U. of Georgia 
Mikhalkin, G., Michigan St .. U. 
Murakami, J., Osaka 
Namikawa, Yoshinori, Sophia U. 
Nenashev, A., POMI 
Ozvath, P., Princet.on 
Pedersen, E., SUNY 

Pirashvili, T., Tifiis 
Platonov, V.P., Minsk 
Polyak, M., UC Berkeley 
Popov, V., Sydney 
Pragacz, P., Tornn 
Prokhorov, Yu., Moskau 
Raina, A., Tata Inst. 
Roberts, B., U. of Chicago 
Rodriguez Villegas, F., Princeton 
Rudnick, Z., Tel-Aviv 
Schmutz, P., Lausanne 
Schulze-Pillot, H.., Koln 
Schwachhofer, L., U. of Pennsylvania 
Shimada, I., Hokkaido 
Sibner, L., New York 
Sibner, R., CUNY 

A., Princeton 
Stipsicz, A., Rutgers 
Sun, Xiaotao, Acad.Sinica. 

R,HIES 
\Vt\11tworlh; H., fb.rvnrd 
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3/95-4/95 
3/95-9/!)5 
3/%·-5/95 
15.5.--15.7.% 
8/93··7 /95 
4/95·-7 /% 
7 /94-·fi/97 
l/9fl·G/95 
9/94-8/95 
7/!)5-8/95 
6/95-7/05 
6/%·-8/!)5 
3/95-8/95 
!J/()4·-8/95 
6/95 
since H)(J2 
1/!J5-12/95 
11/94-10/05 
4/95-3/!J6 
5/% 
5/95 

10/93-·9/% 
4/95-6/95 
6/94-5/!J5 
6/95-7/95 
10/94-9/95 
4,8-12/9f> 
4/!)5-5/95 
7 /94--6/% 

11/94-H/95 
5/95-11/95 
9/94-8/95 
5/95-7/95 

9/93-6/96 
2/95-4/95 
1 Mo 
10/fJ4-9/95 
9/94-8/95 

8/95 
10/94-9/95 
4/95-7/95 
9/94-8/95 
4/05-3/96 
1/95-5/95 
I/H5·-5/tl5 
!J/94 --8/% 
4/HS-5/95 
10/94-!:l/95 

Akt. "Gauge Theory and 4-Mfds" 
Mathematical Physics 
Akt.. ''Gauge 'Theory and 4-Mfds" 
Differentialgeom.,Math.Physics 
Algebraic 
Arit.hmet .. Alg.Geometry 
Algebraic Topology 
Akt. "Gauge Theory and 4-Mfds'' 
Symplectic 
iiarmon.Analysis,Operator 
Differential 
Geomdry,Combinatorics,l\iath.Phys. 
Analysis on Manifds. 
Algebraic Geometry 
Algebr.Geometry,Number Theory 
Minimal Surfaces,Sympl.Geometry 
Algebraic Topology 
Number Theory 
Integrable Systems 
Akt. "Gauge Theory and 4-Mfds" 
Akt. "Gauge Theory and 4-Mfds" 
Harmonic Analysis 
Akt.. "Gauge Theory and 4-Mfds" 
Alg.Geometry a.Topology 
I{not Theory 
Calabi-Yau-Manifds. 
Algebraic I<-Theory 
Akt. "Gauge Theory and 4-Mfds" 
Algebraic Topology 

Homolog.Algebra,K-Th. ,Homotopy Th. 
Algebraic Groups 
Low-dim. Topology 
Invariant Theory 
Algebraic Geometry 
Birat.Geometry of Alg.Varieties 
Mathematical Physics 
Number Theory,Modular Forms 
Number Theory 
Number Theory,Autom.Forms 
Differential Geometry 
Number Theory,Modular Forms 
Differential Geometry 
Algebraic Geometry 
Gauge Field Theory 
Gauge Field Theory 
Number Theory 
Akt. "G,uige Theory and 4-Mfds" 
Algebr .a. Arithmet.Surfaces 



• HUNGARY

This year there will be the following 
conferences in Hungary 

1. Hypergraphs and symmetric structures
18-23 June, 1995. Balatonlelle

2. Approximation theory and function series
20-26 August, 1995. Budapest

3. Intuitive Geometry
3-9 September, 1995. Budapest

These are organized by: 

Bolyai Mathematical Society 
E-mail h334lsza@ella.hu

There will be a workshop in Ilieni Romania 
jointly organized by Babes-Bolyai University 
(Cluj Napoca)=Kolozsvar and Eotvos Lorand 
Univeristy Budapest. 

First Joint Workshop on Modem 
Applied Mathematics 

12-17 June

Organizers: 

Ilieni = Illyefalva Romania 

S.Horvath

T.Illes

horvath@konig.elte.hu 

illes@konig.elte.hu 

G.Goldner, M.Muresan ubbmail@utcluj.ro 

Babes Bolyai, University (Cluj-Napoca) 

For 1996 beside the European Congress of 
Mathematics in Budapest 21-27 July the 
following conference is organized: 

Summer School in Algebraic Geometry 

29 July - 9 August 

Organizer: Janos Kollar (Salt Lake City, 
USA) 

Contact: Karoly Boroczki 

Eger 

Jr. Mathematical Institute of the 
Hung. Acad. Sci. 

Budapest Pf.127. 1364 HUNGARY 
E-mail cados@konig.elte.hu

EURONEWS 

Invited Lectures for the General Public 
August 7 1995, 2-6 p.m. 

I.R.B. International Workshops
August 8-12 1995

o New Frontiers in Multivalued Hyper
Structures. Coordinator Prof. T.
Vougiouklis, Department of Mathematics,
Democritus University, 67100 Xanthi,
Greece. Fax: +30-541-26146 and I.R.B.

o New Frontiers in Integro-Differential
Geometries. Coordinator Professor G.T.
Tsagas, Department of Mathematics,
Aristotle University, 54006 Thessaloniki,
Greece. Fax: + 30-31-991512 and I.R.B.

o New Frontiers in Clean Hadronic Energy.
Coordinator Professor R.M. Santilli, Istituto
per la Ricerca di Base, 1-86075
Monteroduni (IS), Molise, Italy.
E-mail: ibrrms@pinet.aip.org
Fax: 39 865 491145;
and Professor N. Tsagas, Chair of Nuclears
Physics, Democritos University, 67100
Xanthi, Greece.

o New Frontiers in Gravitation.
Coordinator Professor G. Sardanashvily,
Department of theoretical Physics, Moscow
State University, 117234 Moscow, Russia.
E-mail: sard@grav.phys.msu.su and IRB

o New Frontiers in Theoretical Biology.
Coordinators Professor C.A.C.Dreismann,
I.N. Strnski Institute for Physical and
Theoretical Chemistry, Technical University
of Berlin, D-10623 Berlin, Germany. Fax:
49-30-31426602; and Professor C. Illert,
Institute for Basic Research, 2/3 Birch
Crescent, East Corrimal, N.S.W. 2518,
Australia, phone/fax +61-42-833009.

Organized under: The Scientific Sponsorship 
of the Departments of Mathematics or Physics 
of: 
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Centre International de Sciences 
Mecanique International Centre 
for Mechanical Sciences 

Programme 1995 

5-9 June

New design concepts for high speed air

transport

l0-14 July 

Bone cell and tissue mechanics 

17·21 July 

Liquid bridge theory and applications 

4-8 Sept.

Mathematical modelling for arch dam design

and safety evaluation

11-15 September

Mechanics of solids and phase changes

18-22 September

Control of flow instabilities and unsteady flows

18-22 September

Modelling and simulation of hypersonic flows

for spatial flights

25-29 September

Advanced Methods of Tunnelling

2-6 October

Earthquake resistant design

9-13 October

The flow of partides i.n suspension

For further information contact: 
CJSM, Palazzo del Torso 
Piazza Garibaldi 18, 33100 Udine (Italy) 
Tel: +39 0432-294989 or 508251 
Fax: 501523 

SCUOLA :MATEMATICA 

lNTERUNJVERSIT ARIA 

SUM.MER COURSE 

lu Summer 1995 

1995. 

1 

·rhe t<}U!S{%l ar.e ditettc.d towiirdti young
!o mad,:::n1,1.1.ks at l.l 

The list of courses offered is attached. Each 
participant is required to choose two courses for 
a total of lO hours a week of lectures in 
addition to problem sessions. Daily attendance 
is compulsory for participants. Although written 
tests will he given by the lecturers, no 
certification of proficiency will be issued. 

Ten fellowships, of 520.000 Italian lire each, 
will be available to foreign participants to help 
cover their living expenses during the course. 
All the participants will be lodged, at no cost, 
in the Casa dello Studente. Text books, lecture 
notes and photocopies will be provided by the 
School. 

NO TRAVEL EXPENSES WILL BE 
REIMBURSED 

Applications should be sent to: 
Professor Graziano GENTILI 
Scuola Matematica Interuniversitaria 
Summer Course in Mathematics 
Via S. Marta 13/A, 50139 - Firenze, Italy 

E-mail: smi@ds.iaga.fi.cnr.
Fax: +39-55-475915

Preference will be given to applications received 
before April 30, 1995. A selection committee 
will meet shortly afterwards and all foreign 
applicants will be notified of the result before 
June 20, 1995. Applications should contain a 
brief curriculum vitae and a detailed 
curriculum studiorum (including a list of 
university courses taken and corresponding 
grades). Applicants are requested to state if 
their participation is conditioned by the 
allotment of a fellowship. They should indicate 
very clearly the exact address to which all 
correspondence conceming the Summer Course 
should be mailed. 

The Chairman of S.M.I. 
(Prof. Graziano Gentili 

LIST COURSES l 

o Algebra ·· Prof. L
in English) 

Un.iv. 

Univ. 

m 



o Algebraic Geometry - Prof. W. Barth,
niv.Erlangen (lectures in English)

n Differential Geometry - Prof. W. Goldman, 
Univ. Maryland (lectures in English) 

c Introduction to Progrmaming and 
Computer Science - Prof. J. Simon, 
Univ .Chicago (lectures in English) 

o Probability - Prof. H. Teicher, Rutgers
Univ. (lectures in English)

o Mathematical Statistics - Prof. E.
Regazzini, Univ.L.Bocconi (lectures in
Italian)

SCUOLA MATEMATICA 

INTERUNIVERSIT ARIA 

SUMMER COURSE IN 

MATHEMATICS - CORTONA 1995 

During Summer 1995, graduate courses in 
mathematics will he held, under the sponsorship 
of the National Research Council, in Cortorut at 
the Scuola Normale Superiore. The courses will 
take place during the periods July 2-Ju!y 22, 
July 23-Augm;t 12 and Au,brust 13-August 26 
1995. 

The courses are directed towards young 
au1iau;;:s who would like to engage in research 

in one of the fidds : 

July 2 ··· July 22 
o Computational Complexit.y - Prof. B.

Code no Hi
Prof. M.

l2 

- Prof. P.
Prof. O.M. Cifardli 

L. Bocconi)

August 13 � August 26 
() 

Prof. G. O!tav iani 

Each tn choose one 

v,ri.l.l 1.11� ,ti rK,· (:oi::t in I.he 
ford1<::rmo:rt1 in·•.\1.tktiiM ,md h.md1 
fnnn ) vviH b� r,ffen·d 

!.!w 
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provide kxt books, lecture notes and 
photocopies. 

NO TRAVEL EXPENSES WILL BE 
REIMBURSED 

Applications should he sent to addres on 
previous page 

Preference will be given to applications received 
before April 15, 1995 for the first period and 
before May 15, 1995 for second and third 
period. 

A selection committee will meet shortly 
afterwards and all foreign applicants will be 
notified of the result before June 1, 1995. 

Applications should contain a brief curriculum 
itae and a detailed curriculum studiorum and 
hould indicate which course the candidate would 
like to follow. Applicants are requested to state 
if their participation is conditioned by the 
allotment of a fellowship. The exact address to 
which all correspondence concerning the 
Summer courses as to be mailed should be 
clearly stated. 

The Chairman of S.M.L 
(Prof. Graziano Gentili) 

·=====

ti POLAND 

Stefan Bimad1 International Mt1tbematical Center 
25 J\:fokotowska 'Warsaw, Poland 

BANACH CENTER CONFERENCE 

TOPOLOGICAL ALGEBRAS 

- 27 October 1995

Organizer: W. ��.:1<:u, .... v 

Members of t.he Programme Committee: 
Graham R. Allan (Cambridge), H.Garth Oaks 

, Akksamfor Helemskii (Moscow), 
Anastasios Mallios Wieslaw 7.,elazko 

' 
l ., 

2. 

4. 

5.. 

C!uiinmm. 

lr,�-it}�·t1h�:. (�f t/,hthernatfcs 
t)f .Scienc:{;·.:i.,

H,, PO Bo\ D7 
({)·-9SO Wan;za,,1.·a:, Pt)L,,\ND 
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UNITED KINGDOM 

University of Cambridge 

ISAAC NEWTON INSTITUTE FOR 

MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES 

Director: Sir Michael Atiyah, OM, PRS 

20 Clar;kson Road, Cambridge, CB3 OEH, UK 
Tel: (01223) 335999 Fax: (01223) 330508 
e-mail: i.newton@newton.cam.ac.uk

A Newton Institute Euroconference 

ADVANCES IN TYPE SYSTEMS 

FOR COMPUTING 
14-18 August 1995

Programme committee: 
S.Abramsky (Imperial), L.Cardelli (DEC),
J .Mitchell {Stanford) Chair, A.Pitts
(Cambridge), A. Yonezawa (Tokyo)

First Call for Registration and Contributed 
Talks 

The workshop on Advances In Type Systems For 
Computing is being held as part of a six-month 
research programme on Semantics of Computation 
at the Isaac Newton Institute for Mathematical 
Sciences, a new international research centre in 
Cambridge UK. The workshop programme will 
consist of a combination of invited and contributed 
talks presenting recent developments in the use. of 
typing in computing, with particular emphasis on 
the following three related areas: 

* extensions of the ML type system *

* types in object-oriented programming *

* type theories for reactive systems *

Invited speakers will include: M.Abadi (DEC), 
R.Harper (CMU), J.Palsberg (Aarhus), S.Smith
(John Hopkins), K.Brude (Williams), X.Leroy 
(INRIA), B.Pierce (Cambridge), M.Tofte (DIKU), 
L.Cardelli (DEC), D.MacQueen (AT&T),
V.Saraswat (Xerox), A.Yonczawa (Tokyo).

More details and future conferences aJ Isaac 

Newton Institute for MaJhematical Sciences see 

pages 12-17. 

LONDON MATHEMATICAL 

SOCIETY 

Stochastic Analysis 

20 - 21 October 1995 
Friday pm - Saturday am 

Venue: Scientific Societies' Lecture Theatre 

New Burlington Place 

London Wl, UK 

Speakers: D. Bakry, E. Bolthausen, L. Gross, 

J.F. LeGall, D. Nualart, H.T. Yau 

Contact: London Mathematical Society 
Burlington House, Piccadilly 

London WI V ONL, UK 

Tel: 0171 437 5377 
Fax: 0171 439 4629 
E-mail: lms@kcl.ac.uk

NOTICE FOR MATHEMATICAL SOCIETIES 

34 

Please note labels are prepared during the second half of the month before the next 
issue. Would you please send your updated lists before this time. 

Many thanks. Ms T Makelainen 
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DRIEF REVIEWS 

Editt:d by Ivan Nciuka and Vladimir Sow'ek. Boob .rnbrnilted for review should be .,,:nl to the .following ctcldre.ss: Ivan 
Netuka. M[!Ul{, Sokolovskd 88, 186 00 Prnlw 8, Czech Republic. 

Y.!vfeyer, S. Roques (Eds.): Progres;;; in 
V\Tavelet Analysis and Applications. Proceiidings 
of the Inhirnatioual Conference "Wavelets 
and Applications" Toulouse, France-June 1992. 
Edit.ions Frontieres, Paris, 1993, xv+785 pp., $ 87.00, 
TSBN 2-86J-.12130-7 

This volume indndes almost 100 papers present.ed at the 
international conference "VVa.velet.s and applications -
Toulouse. France - June 1992'' dedicated to a celebration 
of the tent.h birthday of wavelet analysis. Two 
introductory talks by J.Morlet - A. Grossman and 
by Y. 1',Ieyer are followed by 12 plenary talks. In 
order to indicate the diversity of themes involved we 
give the section headings for the rest of the book. 
Part I: coding, signals, fractals, statistics, imagic. 
Part TI: turbulence, geophysics, astrophysics, physics. 
Part III: medical applications, industrial applications, 
applications in economics, target detection. Part IV: 
fast algorithms, mathematics, mathematical physics. 
The volume concludes with an extensive bibliography 
(including 849 items) illustrating the rapid development 
of the subject. (jokr) 

T.S.Blyth, J.C.Varlet: Ockham Algebras, Oxford 
University Press, Oxford, 1994, 241 pp., ISBN 0-198-
59938-2 

The book is a detailed study of Ockham algebras, giving 
a well-written exposition, and collecting together various 
results of the authors and other specialists. Ockham 
algebras are a generalization of de Morgan algebras. 
An Ockham algebra is a bounded distributive lattice 
with a dnal endomorphism f, i.e., a mapping satisfying 
f(x A y) 

= f(x) V f(y), f(x Vy)= f(x) A f(y), f(O) 
= 1 

and f(l) 
= O; de Morgan algebras satisfy, moreover, 

f
2 x = x. The book is written in a clear, self-contained 

style. Aft.er the introductory chapters, Priestley duality 
is explained and applied in Chapter 4. The uncountable
lattice of subvarieties is discussed in Chapter 5 which 
is very interesting; for example, it turns out that some 
fundamental problems that are open for varieties of 
lattice:s have analogie;; for Ockham algebra.s, but their 
solution for Ockham algebras is given. The next chapters 
are concerned wit.h more special topics. Th,, last four 
chapters arE' devoted to t.lte closely rdated topic of 

The book contains many illustrar,ive 
a.nd it was w.rittn, wilh 

s1.iv1er!l.,� in mi.nd. 'fhe bibliography wnta.im, a fairly 
Ii,,t of reference;;, 

S.A.Na,mrov, B.A.Plmnenev11ky: Elliptic Prob
lem,;, in Dmnains with Pkccwhm Smooth Bound-
Bl'H:8, Df, 
"\'VaJ tf.•.r de 

·'·''"�''''"'"·' in vij"l, 'i. 3. 
J'.l'.H, vii+:i24 pp., DM 

In this rnonogra.ph linear elliptic boundary value 
problE'ms in domains with edges of various dimension;; 
(polygons, cones, lensec<, pcil,v hedrons) ,tre systematically 
i:<tudied. The local results concern asymptotic behaviour 
of solutions near the edgE's of t.h(, boundary and 
the singularities of coefficients. The global resuh.s 
describe, among otherr<, the index of operators and 
the dependence on the choice of suitable function 
spaces. In Chapter 1, the results for elliptic boundary 
value problems iu smooth domains are summarised 
and operator pE'ncils as an important tool for the 
investigation of the local behaviour of solutions near 
singular points of the boundary are also considered here. 
Chapters 2 - 7 contain the systematic explanation of 
the situation when the bonnda.ry has a "conic" point. 
In the second part of the book (Chapters 8 - 12) 
the domains with "multidimensional" singularities are 
anaJyzed. This corn prehensive work of leading specialists 
in the field is an important contribution to a rapidly 
developing discipline. Simply and concisely written, 
amply illustrated both by motivating examples ( Chapter 
2) and deep applications ( Chapter 7 - the crack theory)
the book is directed to mathematicians interested in
situations when the so often pronounced phrase "Let
an be as smooth as we need" is nothing hut wishful
thinking. (oj)

J .O'Rourke: Computational Geometry in C, 
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1994, xi+346 
pp., 35.00, ISBN 0-521-44034-3, ISBN 0-521-44592-2 

'Computational geometry' is a relatively new area of 
activity dealing with the study of algorithms for solving 
geometric problems with the help of computers. The 
first steps were taken in Shamos's famous thesis of 1978. 
Now, the field is developing extremely quickly and a 
wide community of researchers is involved, but there 
are still very few monographs ou the subject available. 
The book under review is one of the rare exceptions. 
It covers the core of computational geometry: the 
convex hull algorithms, the triangulations, Voronoi 
diagrams, arrangements of lines, geometric searching, 
etc., in a nice and accessible way. The author himself 
states: ' .... it is a written record of what l cover 
w.ith mHlergraduate,: in one 40 dass-hour senwster.
Hi& is ba.sed ou quitf'
space gF:omet,ty, smne of the algorithms
indud.ing a in lh,- C ld.ngnagc,,
nther ones are just sketched. Thi:0 whole hook is very

even for students with nr,arly no prerequisit,:s
from r:aJcul11f! or lim,ar The t.ext. is provid(,d
with abmit. :200 <"Xercises and many links ! o hirU1er
tit,cra.i.ure. 'rhc (� code of aH the,,,,, .. ,,""'""

35 
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geom by anonymous ftp. The book shouJd lw very 
helpful for thosf, inu·rested in a deeper background for 
algorithm:- in computer gr,Lphics and several other areas 
of applica.tion,;. (.islo) 

E.Gmu.lagnini: The Link Invariimts of the Chern
Simons Field Theory. New developments in
Topological Quantum Field Theory. de Gruy1.er
Exposition" in l'vlathemat.ics, vol.10, Walter de Gruyter,
Berlin, 19\B, ix+:n2 pp., DM 148.00, ISBN 3-11-01'1028-
4

This book is ,ill exte11ded version of the lectures delivered 
by the author at the Laboratoire d' Annecy-le-Vieux 
de Physique des Particules (France) in April 1991. It. 
is hased on the fact that Chern-Simons theory is a 
topological field theory, and con:-equent.ly any observable 
and a.ny rernlt obtained there has a topological origin 
and a topologica.l interpretation. The main aim of the 
book is to show how various topological and related 
algebraic structures arise in physical considerations. The 
book cont.a.ins also very recent and interesting results 
about Chern-Simons theory in a.ny closed, connected 
and orientable 3-manifold, which is deeply interrelated 
with the topology of 3-manifolds. This Chem-Simons 
model is considered to be a promising starting point for 
new developments in quantum field theory. Reading the 
book requires some familiarity with the relevant physical 
notions. It is very nicely written, the mathematical 
ideas are carefully expla.ined ( with interesting physical 
interpretations), but the physical ha.ckground is only 
sketched. On the other hand, the book is so interesting 
that the mathematicians (especially the topologists) will 
gladly look for the physical information elsewhere. (jiva) 

C.Dong, J .Lepowsky: Generalized Vertex Alge
bras and Relative Vertex Operators, Progress in
Mathematics, vo!.112, Birkhanser, Boston, 1993, 208
pp., DM 98.00, ISBN 3-764-33721-4, ISBN 0-817-63721-
4

This book belongs to a rapidly developing field which 
finds applications both in mathematics and physics. 
As for mathematics, let us mention the Monster finite 
simple group, the highest weight modules for affine Lie 
algebras and Vira.soro algebras and the braid group 
theory. As for physics, we can mention the dual 
resonance theory, string theory and conformal field 
theory. It is an advanced text, and though it is 
thoroughly written and quite self-cont.ained, we can 
hardly recommend it t.o beginners because they will 
not understand enough the n10tiva.tion for th.is 
research. Ev�n the anthors re(;mnmeJHl the r<"·adcr 
to be a little familiar with th<, books I. B.. Frenkel, 
J. A. J\i!eurman: Vert.ex. 
and the Monster, P,ue and 
Ac;1demic Prest>. J 988 and L B. 
J. f..epowsky:

36 

1fath., voL 134, 
.Frenkel, Y. Z. Huang, 

to Vertex 
vol. 

of 1,he concept of ver!.ex operator alp;ebr:1., cal.led. 
ge11e.ra.liz(•d vNtex oper;1tor 
algebras and abelian intertwining algebras, 
The ,w.t.horn mention t.hat their original motivat.ion wa.s 
to place !.he theory of Z-«lgebras (and their 
connterpart - para.fermion algdira,;; a.ppearing in t.he 
parnfermionic conformal fieid theory) into an elegant 
axiomatic context. It is 1.he last d1a.ptn of the book 
that. is devoted t.o the ;study of these algebras. The 
bibliography lrns fi8 it.ems. (jiva) 

N.Biggs: Algebraic Graph Theory. Second
Edition, Cambridge Mathematical Library, Cambridge
University Press, Cambridge, 19!:U, vi+205 pp., i4.95,
ISBN 0-521-45897-8

Gra.ph Theory itself is a discipline that provides a close 
connection between pure mathematics and computer 
science. There is no doubt that Craph Theory gained 
a lot on the fast development of computers. Not only 
because computing facilities enable one to give computer 
aided proofs of theorems which are (so far) unprovable 
by hand, hut mainly beca.nse computer science serves 
as an inexhaustible source of questions and problems. 
One might be, however, be afraid that Graph Theory 
could become just a technical tool, could lose the 
touch of art which is present in building mathematical 
theories a.nd proving theorems. All thoughts about 
such dangers vanish after reading a book like the 
one under review. There are not many hooks which 
corn bine purely mathematical theories and practically 
applicable subjects as successfully as the Algebraical 
Graph Theory of Biggs. The first edition, published in 
1974, became a very popular monograph and ha.c; found 
its place on bookshelves of all discrete mathematicians 
and theoretical computer scientists, and even some 
chemists or biologists. Progress in Graph Theory is 
very rapid and Biggs has added many new results in 
the second edition of his book. To keep the book of 
reasonable size, the subsections of 'Additional Results' 
( adjoined to all sections of the first edition) are rather 
brief descriptions of the new results. Thus part of the 
monograph becomes an excellent encyclopaedia, with an 
extensive bibliography as a suggested source for detailed 
proofs and further study. The second edition certainly 
deserves its place on our bookshelves, next. to the first 
edition of this hook. (jk) 

A.Fomenko: Visual Geometry and Topology,
Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 19\)4, ix-+-324 pp., 21'!7 Hg., DM
128.00, ISBN 3-5·W-Y.136J-a. ISBN 0-'.387-·5J:i61-;3

It. is difficult to guess the couteuts of this hook 
frnrn the bm t.!wsc who know the 

mat:!wmatician and artiRi., 
could. On thi: one ha.nd it iR a fascimiting s,uvey of 
concepts, results ,tod relation;; touching llHWY areas of 

a.rf: nc 



and 

them. as rdlections of coacrelc m,1.thermd,ica.l 
cori.cf::pts and 1,Jeafl. 1'1tf' text is strnct u.rcd 'itt to 
&epa.ra.te a.nd it .1.s 
read them in any 
the mathen1,ttic11J 
reader differ,; from section 

ncces;:ary t.o 
Also the level of 

re.Jui red from the 
to section. Uow,·,V<T the 

book a.s a whok will be a.ccessible for 
with si;udents of matlwmaJics or 

The material is rnost.Jy presenti.,d as a. sort 
of rnathernatica.l ess<1y, bnt wit,h exact forrnulatiom, of 
theorems. The visualisation nf many ideas is d:rawn very 
explicitly in the margins of the pages a.s some sort of 
'visual marginal comments'. 'fhe a.uthor distingu.ishes 
very nicely between the 'georn.etrica.lly clear theorems', 
the corred.m·,:s of them, and the proofs of them. The 
book can be used by people preparing themselves to 
the study of the subjt:ct to find some initial motivation 
but, it will be equally interesting for experts because 
of the deep insight. Among t.he topics touched on 
a.re simp!icial and cell hmnologies, differential geometry, 
low-dimem,ional manifolds, cohomologies, symplectic 
topology and Hamiltonian mechanics, integration 
of differential equations, minimal surfaces, fractal 
geometry, computer geometry. The publisher has done 
a perfect type-set.ting job a.nd I believe strongly that 
the book a.nd its beauty will address at least all people 
interested in mathematics or mathematical physics. 
(jslo) 

G.R.Kempf: Algebraic Varieties, London M.athe
rnatical Society Lecture Notes Series 172, Cambridge 
University Press, Cambridge, 199:3, x+l63 pp., 22.95, 
ISBN 0-521-42613-8 

The aim of this· book is to serve as an introduction to 
the t.heory of algebraic varieties from a modern sheaf 
theoretic point of view. In H5 pages of text, the author 
presents in a self-contained way the basic properties of 
algebraic varieties, the sheafs and their cohomologies, 
an illustration of the theory on curves and a lot of 
applications. The scheme language is not mentioned, 
but the book is certainly a very good preparation for 
further study of algebraic geometry. As written in the 
introduction, ' .. the main battle was tot.each the reader 
to think in shea.f-theoretic language ... ' The exposition 
is very clean, supported with many exercises. It requires 
the active cooperation of the reader, but it wil.l be 
accessible and aHractive fo:r uewcomers to the 

himself for the 

(Eds.): Finite Geo11rntry 
,md Cmnhiaatorics, London Mathematical 
Lecture Note Series 191, University Press, 

19il.l, vii+U2 pp., 27 50, ISBN 0-",ZI-H850 

'.f'he:sv:-'.'. p.rcsen:t ar, talk::; the tot a] of 
d�!'.liv��rr:d aJ 1-he Sf:'.<:(}n.d ln t(�Ina.tici·na.i (\:�n:f(·rcnct: on 
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,wd Cmnl>inatorics (:lJ May - 6 
The nrnin subject of 

!'.ht� conference v�·as finit(' v1hich a.re naturn.Hy 
rehd,ed to com. binatorics. 'l'he a1 ticks in the 

MC of very good quality and create a good 
of current res,•a.rch in the field. Tlvc inain topics 

covered are: graph: and t.heir 
groups, finite Dcs;ug11esian plane,.;, r.igher dimenBiomtl 

pla. .. ncs, po] a,r spaces 
a.nd diagram Though a HO!H,peciali,;1 in 
the held who is not. l.am.ilia.r with n1a11y relevant i(foas 
and results will encounter problems when trying to 
understand t.he articles, he will without ,rny doubt fi.nd 
the reading of them very interesting and will appn,ciat,· 
the nice ideas of their authors, 1'he reader will find here, 
or will be able to formulate nrnny problems the solution 
of whid1 is not known. (.iiva.) 

D.J.A.\iVelsh: Complexity: Knots, Colourings
and Counting. Londou Mat.hematical Society. Lec
ture Notes Series 186, Cambridge l.!niversity Press, (;arn
bridge. 1993, viii+JG:3 pp., 19.95, ISBN 0-521-45740-8

This hook represcnl,s the lecture notes of a series of 
lectures the author delivered at. the Advanced R.esearch 
Institute of Discrete Applied Mathemat,ics in .June 1991. 
As the a.uthor remarks in the Preface, the lectures wet•e 
addressed to an audience of discrete mathematicians 
and computer scientists. This means that even if t.he 
author explains all the basic ideas, some knowledge of 
concepts of computational complexity and combinatorics 
is assumed. The book is a.boat knots, their a.pplications 
and about the computational complexity of problems 
arising in connection with them. We can say it is a 
concise book but it is very nicely written. Maybe, we 
should not recommend it to a complete beginner in knot 
theory but nevertheless even a beginner can learn and 
understand a lot here. It is true that proofs are often 
only sketched, but the main idea is always very clearly 
presented, and the exact references are given. We find 
here applications of knot theory in chemistry ( enzyme 
actions, topology of polymers) and in statistical physics 
(there is a whole chapter devoted to various models). 
The main thrust of the book is towards algorithms 
and computational complexity qnestions in knot theory. 
There is a lot of space devoted to these questions. For 
example the author investiga.tes the rnmplexhy of the 
Tutte pla.ne, knot polynomials, t..he Ising model in the 
statistical physics, and there is a whole chapter devoted 
to the complexity of uniqueness a.ud pariiy, \Ve can 
also find hen: very re,:ent rmsolved a.nd 

The rdcrences are not 1rnmbt:red, but th,•re 
a.re about 2.ffl it.ems. !his book would he very
interesting even for (jiva.) 

W.Hackbusch: Elliptic Diffenmtial Equations.
and Nunrnrical Treatn1m1t,, 

vo!J 
, DM 128. ISBN J .. 540, 
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The book presents a modern and concise treatment of 
the theory of Jine,11· elliptic partial differcr1t.ial equations, 
aB well as their numerical solution. The following 
subjects arc contained in the hook: classification of 
part.ial differential equat.ions, theory of tlw potential 
and Poisson equation, elements of th•! classical theory 
of general boundary value 1-,rohlcms, integral equation 
meU10d, variational formulation, theory a.nd numerical 
realization of the approximate solution of elliptic 
problems by finite difference methods and finite element 
methods. Speci,tl attention is also paid to the 
biharmonic problem, Stokes problem and problems with 
discontinuou;: coefficients. The book is written in a 
precise and dear style, it is easy to read and understand. 
The reader will obtain a good knowledge of important 
results from the theory as well as computational methods 
for elliptic partial differential equations. The book can 
be recommended to students and researchers interested 
in partial differential equations and their numerical 
solution. (mf) 

S.Martin: Schur Algebras and Representation
Theory, Cambridge Tracts in Mathematics, vol.112,
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1993, xv+232
pp., GBP 30.00, ISBN 0-521-41591-8

Let K be an infinite field of arbitra.ry characteristic and 
let f K denote the group GLn(K) for a fixed natural 
number n. The main notion of Martin's book is the 
so called Schur algebra ,'h(( n, r ), r E Z, r ? 0, which 
is the dual of the "Schur coalgebra" AK( n, r) of r

homogeueous polynomial functions on fK: Sg(n,r) =
A1,(n, r)* = Homg(AK(n, r), K). The significance of 
this idea is that it provides a connection between 
1.he representation theory of the symmetric group Er 
and that of the general linear group f K. Further, in 
place of polynomial representations of f K of degree 
r one may consider Sg(n, r)-modules. In seven 
chapters the author develops the basic theory of Schur 
algebras, their representation theory and related areas 
(polynomial functions and combinatorics, representation 
theory of the Schur algebra, Schur functors and the 
symmetric group, block theory, the q-Schur algebra and 
representation theory of S

q
(n, r). As an appendix, a 

review of algebraic groups is given. (tk) 

M.Stolh Invariant Potential Theory in the
Unit of Ball of en , London Ivlat.hematical Society
Ledure Note Series 199, Cambridge University Press,
Cambridge, 1994, x+173 pp., GBP 19.95, ISBN 0-521-
46830-2

Potential wit.h respect to the '-'"·'"'""''- ,-,,,,,, .... m, 
operator on the ball reprF.,sents one of the natural 
,.,xtensions to several complex variables of potential 
theory in thf: unit disc. This typ(: of potential Hwory 
is called invariant, ;,,im:e the Laplace-Beltrami operator 
is invariant with respect to the biholomorphic mappings 
of the domafri. In variant. potential 

\'i'ill, t.l1e 
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to the non-eucli,kan geometry of the b«ll aud the fa.et. 
that inva1·iant harmonic fu.nctfons are not 
under dilations requin:s new mC'thods and 
The book which is based on a. Reminar given 
by t.tte author a.t the \inivcrsit.y of South Ca.lifornfa, 
provides a nice, a.I most self contained t.reatme11 t of the 
subject.. The Bergman kernel and the Bergrmrn metric 
are studied and propert.ies of the Laplace-Beltrami 
operator and corresponding invari,mt harmonic a.nd 
subharmonic functions are invest.igatc·d. The Poisson
Szego integrals and thefr boundary limit behaviour are 
described in detail. The Riesz decomposition theorem is 
proved and boundary limits of potentials are treated. 
Further topics, e.g. spaces of invariant harmonic 
functions or gradient estimates and Riesz potent.ials 
are also covered. This is a well written monograph 
which gives an exposition of invariant potential theory 
accessible to anyone with basic knowledge of several 
complex variables, measure theory and functional 
analysis. (in) 

T.H.Koornwinder (Ed.): Wavelets: An Ele
mentary Treatment of Theory and Applications, 
Series in Approximations and Decompositions, vol.l, 
World Scientific Publishing, Singapore, 1993, xii+225 
pp., 8 fig.,$ 34.00, ISBN 9-810-21388-3 

The present first volume of the Series in Approximations 
and Decompositions is based on a four-day intensive 
course on wavelets given at CvVI, Amsterdam. The 
book consists of twelve chapters on various aspects of 
wavelets. The first six papers form together a good 
introduction to wavelet theory. The book starts with 
an overview by Nico M.Temme. The next contribution, 
by Pitter W.Hemker, Tom H.Koornwinder, and Nico 
M.Temme, give preliminaries on Hilbert spaces, the
Fourier transform, and Riesz bases and frames. Next
follow two expositions about the two main themes within
wavelet theory - the continuous wavelet transform (by
Tom H. Koornwinder) and discrete orthonormal wavelets
generated by multiresolution analysis (by Henk J. A.
M. Heijmans). Both contributions give a detailed
mathematical treatment. The following two papers
Image Compression using Wavelets (by Peter Nacken)
and Computing with Daubechies Wavelets (by Adri B.
Olde Daahuis), are already of a more applied nature
and complete a first course on the theory of wavelet.s.
The remaining six papers deal with various aspect.s and
applications of wavelets, Most of the papers describe
material already known in the literature, hut iu a
rephrased form. A few papers contain new results.
As well as many exercises and remarks oue find;; lists
refereuces after each chapter. These make the hook
valuable noi only for gr,uJuate st,ndents but a.lso for
re:searchim,.

V.I.Amol'd (Ed.): Dynamical Sy,,,foms V. Bi
furcation Theory and Catastrophe Theory, Eu-

of Ma.themaUca.! vol.'i, 
B,,rlin Hi\H, 271 pp, UO DM 1.44.00. ISBN 

.3.r;,40 IKiB-1, fSBN O-Ms7 "ll:!173-3 



This fifth volume of the Russian encyclopaedia on 
dynamical systems consists of two parts. The 
larger one (about three quarters of the volume) is 
devoted to bifurcation theory in a rather wide sense 
(sudden changes of complete phase portraits of ordinary 
differential equations). This part is a comprehensive and 
condensed survey which is based on the original Russian 
text from 1985 together with eight new topics. The titles 
of the first four chapters are: bifurcation of equilibria, 
bifurca.tion of limit cycles, nonlocal bifurcations and 
relaxation oscillations. The second part, written by 
V.I.Arnol'd, can be considered as an essay on the state
of catastrophe (more accurately, singularity) theory
a,[ld its historical sources from C.Huyghens to R.Thom.
The exposition is a more sophisticated continuation of
the previous author's booklet "Catastrophe Theory"
(English edition in Springer-Verlag, 1986). Both parts
of the book are accompanied with many references (230,
resp. 125 items) with a slight emphasis towards Russian
titles. (jm)

G.Kaiser: A Friendly Guide to Wavelets,
Birkhauser, Boston, 1994, xiv+300 pp., DM 78.00, ISBN
0-817-63711-7, ISBN 3-764-3.3711-7

This hook consists of two pa.rts. Part T (Chapters 1-8), 

REVIEWS 

Basic Wavelet Analysis, is intended for graduate stu
dents or advanced undergraduat.e in science, engineering 
and mathematics. 'l'his part gives a basic int.roduction 
to wavelets and time-frequency analysis and can also be 
used for self-study or references by practising researchers 
in signal analysis and related areas. The reader is not 
presumed to have a sophisticated mathematical back
ground, the only prerequisites are matrix theory, Fourier 
series and Fourier integral transform. Each chapter ends 
with a set of straightforward exercises designed to drive 
home the concepts. Part 11 (Chapters 9-11), called Phys
ical Wavelets, is at a more advanced level and represents 
original research. It can be used for a research semi
nar. Whereas the wavelets of Part I can be any function 
of "time", physical wavelets are functions of space-time 
constrained by differential equations. In Chapter 9 elec
tromagnetic wavelets specifically dedicated to Maxwell's 
equations are constructed. It is shown that every elec
tromagnetic wave may be composed from such wavelets. 
In Chapter 10 the electromagnetic wavelets are applied 
to radar and other electromagnetic imaging. In the fi
nal Chapter 11 A similar set of wavelets is developed for 
acoustics. This book is beautifully and very well writt.en 
and I can certainly recommend it both to beginners and 
specialists in the subjects. (kn) 
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The most authoritative, comprehensive and up-to-date 

mathematics encyclopaedia 

An invaluable reference source for all those whose work 
involves mathematics 

edited by Michie! Hazewinkel 

The Encyclopaedia of Mathematics is the most up-to-date, authoritative and comprehensive 
English-language work of reference in mathematics which exists today. 
With over 7,000 artides from 'A-integral' to 'Zygmund Class of Functions'. supplemented with 
a wealth of complementary information, and an index volume providing thorough cross
referencing of entries of related interest, the Encyclopaedia of Mathematics offers an 
immediate source of reference to mathematical definitions, concepts, explanations, surveys, 
examples, terminology and methods. The depth and breadth of content and the straightfor
ward, careful presentation of the information, with the emphasis on accessibility, makes the 
Encyclopaedia of Mathematics an immensely useful tool for all mathematicians and other 
scientists who use, or are confronted by, mathematics in their work. 

The Enclyclopaedia of Mathematics provides, without doubt, a reference source of 
mathematical knowledge which is unsurpassed in value and usefulness. 
It can be highly recommended for use in libraries of universities, research institutes, colleges 

and even schools. 

Types of Entries 
The Encyclopaedia of Mathematics contains three ·basic types of entries, designed for 
readers at different levels of mathematical knowledge: (i) compact, up-to date surveys of the 
current state of the theory in a particular area, (ii) artides on concrete problems and 
mathematical methods, (iii) short word definitions of concepts and terminology. 
Supplementary remarks concerning the origin and names of various theorems, concepts etc. 

are induded. 

Each article entry has been allocated AMS classification numbers to facilitate cross
referencing and accessibility of information. Not only will this encyclopaedia enable non
mathematical scientists to explore purely mathematical concepts, but will also enable 
professional mathematicians to read up on mathematical applications in other fields of 
science. 

• Illustrated set induding a comprehensive index volume 

• Approximately 5.500 pages 
• More than 7.000 entries ranging from short concept definitions to compact surveys 
• Clear lay-out with emphasis on accessibility 
• Extensive cross-referencing to articles of related interest 
• All entries carry AMS Classifications 
• Covers both pure and applied mathematics and include articles on mathematical problems 

in other sciences 

1994 
Hardbound Set, 10 volumes 
NLG 3950.00 I USO 2490.00 I GBP 1620.00 
1995 
Paperback Set, 6 volumes in box 
NLG 995.00 I USO 699.00 I GBP 449.00 

ISBN 1-55608-010-7 

ISBN 0-7923-3498-1 

P.O. Box322. 3300AHDordrecht, 
The Netheflarids 
P.O. Box358,AccordStatlon, 
Hingham, MA02018'0858, U.S.A. 



r- $ From the series
Mathematical Research 

Vol. 70 GERD CHRISTOPH I WERNER WOLF

Convergence Theorems with a 
Stable Limit Law 
1993. 200 pp., Pb, DM 84.00 ISBN 3-05-501416-2 

Vol. 7 I CHRISTIANE TRETTER 

On 'J....-Nonlinear Boundary 
Eigenvalue Problems 
l993. 124 pp., 2 figs., Pb, DM 58.00 ISBN 3-05-501584-3 

Vol. 72 1s1 European Nonlinear 
Oscillations Conference 
Proceedings of the International Conference 
held in Hamburg, August 16-20, 1993 
Edited by E. Kreuzer I G. Schmidt 
1993. VII, 183 pp., 79 figs., He, DM 120.00 
ISBN 3-05-501608-4 

Vol. 73 JosEF SAURER 

Bases of Special Functions 
and Their Domains of Convergence 
1.993. 158 pp., 7 figs., Pb, DM 64.00 ISBN 3-05-501613-0 

Vol. 74 Inverse Problems: Principles and 
Applications in Geophysics, Technology, 
and Medicine 
Proceedings of the International Conference 
held in Potsdam, August 30-September 3, 1993 
Edited by G. Anger I R. Gorenflo I
H. J(xhmann I H. M.oritz I W. Webers
1993. 328 pp., 30 figs., 11 tabs., He, DM 120.00 
ISBN 3-05-5015 79-7 

Vol. 75 J6RG-UWE li)BUS 

Generalized Diffusion Operators 
1993. 115 pp., Pb, DM 58.00 ISBN 3-05-501617-3 

Vol. 76 WERNER V ARNI-lORN 

The Stokes Equations 
1994. J54 pp., Pb, DM 64.00 

Vol. 78 PAUL DEi.RiNG 

1SBN 3-05-50 l634-3 

The Stokes System in an Infinite Cone 
1994. 267 pp., Pb, DM 98Jl(J ISBN 3-05-5016:39-4 

Piease plan, your order with your bookshop. 

Vol. 77179 Systems and Network'i: 
Mathematical Theory and Applications 
Proceedings of the International Symposium MTNS '93 
held in Regensburg, Germany, August 2-6, 1993 
Edited by U. Helmke I R. l\1cnnicken I J. Saurer 

Vol. I: Key Invited Lectures 
1994. 410 PP., 47 HGS., 9 TABS., He, OM 168.00 
ISBN 3-05-501573-8 

Vol. ll: Invited and Contributed Papers 
1994. 930 pp .. 112 figs., 1 I labs., He. DM 198.00 
ISBN 3-05-501661-0 
Total price Volumes I and II DM 320.00 
Set ISBN 3-05-501676-9 

Vol. 80 FELIX Au MEHMETI 

Nonlinear Waves in Networks 
1994. 171 pp., 10 figs., Pb, DM 78.00 ISBN 3-05-501640-8 

Vol. 81 Parcella '94 
Proceedings of the 6'h International Workshop on 
Parallel Processing by Cellular Automata and Arrays 
held in Potsdam, September 21-23, 1994 
Edited by W. Wilhelmi I Ch. Jesshope IV. Jossifov 
1994. 347 pp., 146 figs., 14 tabs., He, DM 130.00 
ISBN 3-05-501602-5 

Vol. 82 Partial Differential Equations 
Models in Physics and Biology 
Edited by G. Lumer IS. Nicaise I B.-W. Schulze 
1994. 421 pp., 18 figs., He, DM 148.00 ISBN 3-05-501657-2 

Vol. 83 ULRICH BUNKE I MARTIN 0LBRICH

Selberg Zeta and Theta Functions 
A Differential Operator Approach 

1995. 168 pp., Pb, ea. DM 78.00 ISBN 3-05-501690-4 

Vol. 84 lNGO WJTT 

Non-Linear Hyperbolic Equations in 
Domains with Conical Points 
Existence and Regularity of Solutions 
1995. 232 pp., Pb. ea. DM 88.00 ISBN 3-05-501691-2 

Vol. 85 WJLl-'RIED GRECKSCH I CONSTANTIN TUDOR 

Stochastic .Evolution Equations 
1995. 178 pp., Pb, DM 78.00 JSHN 3-05-501697-J 

Vol. 86 Approximation Theory 
Proceedi.ngs of the International Dortmund Meeting 
1DoMAT'95 held in Witten, Gern:rnny, \1larch !3-17, 1995 
Edited hy Michael Ft:l.11:·n/DetlefH. Macb,:,i\,!anfred W, .MUJkr 
!995. ea .. 320 pp., lk, ea. !JM 120.00 ISBN 3-0.5-.'i0J673··+
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CAMBRIDGE 

Representation Theory of Artin Algebras 
M. AUSLANDER, I. REITEN and SVERRE 0. SMAL0 

An inrroduction ro the representation theory of Artin algebras, suitable for 
graduate students. ontains complete proofs of all theorems, and numerous 
exercises. 

£50.00 net HB O 521 41134 3 440 pp. 1995 
Cambridge Studies in Advanced Mathematics 36 

Basic Abstract Algebra 
Second Edition 

P. B. BHATIACHARYA, s. R. NAGPAUL and s. K. JAIN 

A self-contained book that gives comprehensive coverage of abstract algebra. 
There are over 100 new problems and examples particularly aimed at relating 
abstract concepts ro concrete simarions. 

£45.00 net HB o 521 46081 6 512 pp. 1995 
£19.95 net PB O 521 46629 6 

Now in paperback 

Riemannian Geometry: A Modern Introduction 
ISAAC CHAVEL 

Provides an introduction ro the geometry of curved spaces. Explores new 
notions and ideas of geometry motivated by curvamre. 

£16.95 net PB O 521 48578 9 400 pp. 1995 
Cambridge Tracts in Mathematics 108 

The Technique of Pseudodifferential Operators 
H. 0. CORDES 

This technique is used in the solution of boundary problems for partial 
differential equations. Its applications include the Dirac theory of quanmm 
mechanics. 

£24.95 net PB O 521 37864 8 392 pp. 1995 
London Mathematical Society Lecture Note Series 202 

Modules and Rings 
JOHN DAUNS 

An ideal book on modern modu.le and non-commutative ring theory for 
graduate smdents. 

£45.00 net HB o 521 46258 4 432 pp. 1994 

Spectral Theory and Differential Operators 
E. B. DAVIES 

An introduction to the theory of partial differential operators. Suitable as a 
self-smdy or as a course text. 

£27.95 net HB O 521 47250 4 192 pp. 1995 
Cambridge Studies in Advanced Mathematics 42 

Multivalent Functions 
Second Edition 

W. K. HAYMAN 

The second edition of this ce.lebraced book is the first co contain a full and 
self-contained proof of De Branges' theorem. Essential for all chose interested 
in complex function theory. 

£35.00 net HB O 521 46026 3 275 pp. 1994 
Cambridge Tracts in Mathematics 110 

Affine Differential Geometry 
Geometry of Affine Immersions 

K. NOMIZU and T. SASAKI 

This book is a self-contained and systematic account of the theory from a 
contemporary viewpoinr, and emphasises its relationship ro other areas of 
clifferenrial geometry. 

£35.00 net HS O 521 44177 3 280 pp. 1994 
Cambridge Tracts in Mathematics 111 

Now in paperback 

Hyperbolicity and Sensitive Chaotic Dynamics at 
Homoclinic Bifurcations 
Fractal Dimensions and Infinitely Many Attractors 

J. PALIS and F. TAKENS 

A self-contained inrroducrion ro rhc lassical theory and its generafo.arions, 
aimed at mathcmaricians and scientists working in dynamical ,-ystems. 

£17.95 net PS o 521 47572 4 244 pp. 1995 
Cambridge Studies in Advanced Mathematics 35 

Positive Harmonic Functions and Diffusion 
An Integrated Analytic and Probabilistic Approach 

ROSS G. PINSKY 

A self-contained account of the theory of posirive harmonic functions for 
second order elliptic operators, using an integrated probabilistic and analytic 
approach. 

£50.00 net HB O 521 47014 5 490 pp. 1995 
Cambridge Studies in Mathematics 45 

Spinors in Hilbert Space 
R. PLYMEN and P. ROBINSON 

The concept of spinets originated in the quanmm mechanical smdy of 
electrons. The authors give a definitive self-conrained account of the subject. 
It will appeal to a wide audience in mathematics and mathematical physics. 

£25.00 net HS O 521 45022 5 184 pp. 1994 
Cambridge Tracts in Mathematics 114 

How To Prove It 
A Structured Approach 

DANIEL J. VELLEMAN 

This textbook will prepare smdents to make the transition from solving 
problems to proving theorems by teaching them the techniques needed ro 
read and write proofs. 

£30.00 net HS O 521 44116 1 304 pp!. 1995 
£14.95 net PB O 521 44663 5 

Hochschild Cohomology of von Neumann 
Algebras 
A. M. SINCLAIR and R. R. SMITH 

The material in this book lies in the area common ro Banach algebras, 
operator algebras and homological algebra, and will be of interest to 
researchers from these fields. 

£19.95 net PB O 521 47880 4 204 pp. 1995 
London Mathematical Society Lecture Note Series 203 

Groups of Lie Type and their Geometries 
Edited by W. M. KANTOR and L. DI MARTINO 

Presented here are papers from the 1993 Como meeting on groups of Lie 
type and rheir geometries. 

£24.95 net PB O 521 46790 X 320 pp. 1995 
London Mathematical Society Lecture Note Series 207 

Now in paperback 

An Introduction to the Theory of the Riemann 
Zeta Function 
S. J. PATIERSON 

This is a modern introduction ro the analytic techniques used in the 
investigation of zeta functions, through the example of the Riemann zeta 
function. 

f15.95 net PB O 521 49905 4 176 pp. 1995 
Cambridge Studies in Advanced Mathematics 14 

Cambridge books are available from good bookshops, alternatively ring UK +44+(0)1223 325970 ro order direcr using your credit card. 
For futher information please email us on cience@cup.carn.ac.uk 

CAMBRIDGE 
UNIVERSITY PRESS 

The Edinburgh Building, Cambridge CB1. 1.RU 
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Topics in the Constructive Theory of 
Countable Markov Chains 
G. FAYOLLE, V. A. MALYSHEV and M. V. MENSHIKOV

The main point of the present book is ro provide methods of analysing 
Markov chains based 011 Lyapunov functions. The authors provide not 
only a self-contained introduction to the theory but also details oF 
how the required Lyapunov functions are constructed in various 
sitnations. 
£27.95 net HB O 521 46197 9 176 pp. 1995 

Absolutely Summing Operators 
J. DIESTEL, H. JARCHOW and A. TONGE
This text provides the beginning graduate student with basic 
knowledge of real and functional analysis, with an account of 
p-summing and related operators. There are detailed expositions of the
core results and highly non-trivial applications, for example to
harmonic analysis, probabiliry and measure theory and operator
theory. This is the first rime that the subject and its applications have
been presented in such complete derail in book form.
£40.00 net HB O 521 43168 9 490 pp. 1995
Cambridge Studies in Advanced Mathematics 43

Ergodic Theory and Harmonic Analysis 
Proceedings of the 1993 Alexandria Conference 
Edited by K. E. PETERSEN and I. SALAMA 
The papers printed here explore many of the rapidly developing 
connections between ergodic theory and other branches of 
mathematics, giving the background of each area, the most 
outstanding recent results and the most current promising lines of 
research. They should form perfect starting points for beginning 
researchers. 
£24.95 net PB O 521 45999 0 445 pp. 1995 
London Mathematical Society Lecture Note Series 205 

Arithmetic of Diagonal Hypersurfaces over 
Finite Fields 
F. Q. GOUVEA and N. YUI 
The authors cover the arithmetic of diagonal hypersurfaces over finite 
fields, with special emphasis on the Tate conjecture and the 
Lichtenbaum-Milne formula for the central value of the L-function. 
le combines theoretical and numerical work, and includes tables of 
Picard numbers. Although this book is aimed at experts, the authors 
have included some background material to help non-specialists gain 
access to the results. 
£19.95 net PB O 521 49834 1 181 pp. 1995 
London Mathematical Society Lecture Note Series 209 

Quasicrystals and Geometry 
M. SENECHAL

The author brings together for the first time the many strands of 
contemporary research in quasicrysrnl geometry and weaws rhem into 
a coherent whole. The discovery in J 984 of crystals with 'forbidden' 
symmetrv posed foscinating and challenging problems in many fields 
of mathematics and solid state sciences. 
£40.00 net HB O 521 37259 3 302 pp. 1995 

Hilbert C*-Modules 
A Toolkit for Operator Algberaists 
E CHRISTOPHER LANCE 
This book provides, for the hrsr time, a dear and unified exposition of 
the nuin techniques and results in operator algebras. including a 
substantial amount of new and unpublished material. Hilbert C'
lvforlules will be welcomed as an excellent resource for all graduate 
students and researchers working in this area. 
£17.95 net PB O 521 47910 X 144 pp. 1995 
London Mathematical Society Lecture Note Series 210 

Vector Bundles in Algebraic Geometry 
N. J. HITCHIN, P. E. NEWSTEAD and W. M. OXBURY 
The 1993 Durham symposium on vector bundles in algebraic 
geometry brought together some of the leading researchers in the field 
to explore further these interactions. This is a collection of survey 
articles by the main speakers at the Symposium and presents to the 
mathematical world an overview of the key areas of research. 
£24.95 net PB O 521 49878 3 368 pp. 1995 
London Mathematical Society Lecture Note Series 208 

Groups '93 Galway I St Andrews 
C. M. CAMPBELL, T. C. HURLEY, E. F. ROBERTSON, S. J. TOBIN and
J. J. WARD
Volumes I and 2 contain selected papers from the international 
conference 'Groups 1993 Galway I St Andrews' which was held in 
August 1993. The wealth and diversity of group theory is represented 
in these two volumes. The articles in these Proceedings will, with their 
many references, prove valuable both to experienced researchers and 
also to new postgraduates i.ncerested in group theory. 
Volume 2: £24.95 net PB O 521 47749 2 320 pp. 1995 
Volume 1: £24.95 net PB O 521 47750 6 320 pp. 1995 
London Mathematical Society Lecture Note Series 211, 212 

Number Theory 
Seminaire de theorie des nombres, 1992-3 
Edited by SINNOU DAVID 

This is the fourteenth annual volume arising from the Seminaire de 
Theorie des Nombres de Paris, with many contributions from some of 
the world's leading figures. The very latest research developments arc 
covered and much of the work presented here will not be found 
elsewhere. Also included are surveys that will serve to guide the reader 
through the extensive published literamre. 
£24.95 net PB O 521 55911 1 304 pp. 1995 
London Mathematical Society Lecture Note Series 215 

Harmonic Approximation 
S. J. GARDINER 

The subject of harmonic approximation has recently matured into a 
coherenr research area with extensive applications. This is the first 
book to give a systematic accou11t of these developme11ts. Throughout. 
inspiration is drawn from holomorphic results such as the well known 
theorems of Runge and Merg.elyan. It is aimed ar gradtute smdcnts 
and researchers who have some knowledge of subharmonic funcrions, 
or an interest in holomorphic approximation. 
£19.95 net PB O 521 49799 X 148 pp. 1995 
London Mathematical Society Lecture Notes 221 

Cunbridge hooks :m· av,iilable from good bookshops, airern�tivdy call UK+ (44) (0) 1 223 325970 in the UK ro order direet using your credit card, 
or fo.1, us on UK� (44) (0) 12.D :l l "052. Fnr fun her infonn:uioH please email Giuli,1 \'1/iJliarns on s,:iencev\\:up.,am.ac.uk 

CAMBRIDGE 
UNIVERSITY PRESS 

The Edinburgh Building, Cambridge C:B2 1Rll 
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Classics in Mathematics 

Springer-Verlag began publish
ing books in higher mathe
matics in 1920, when the series 
GRUNDLEHREN DER MATHE
MATISCHEN WISSENSCHAFfEN, 
initially conceived as a series of 
advanced textbooks, was 
founded by Richard Courant. 
A few years later, a new series 
ERGEBNISSE DER MATHE
MATIK UND IHRER GRENZ
GEBIETE, survey reports of 
recent mathematical research, 
was added. 
Of over 400 books published in 
these series, many have become 
recognized classics and remain 
standard references for their 
subject. Springer is reissuing a 
selected few of these highly 
successful books in a new. 
inexpensive soft-cover edition to 
make tl1em easily accessible to 
younger generations of students 
and researchers. 

A. Dold
Lectures on 
Algebraic Topology 
l 995. XI, 377 pages. lU figures. 
Softcover DM 59.- I FF 223.00 I£ 25.00 
ISBN 3-540-58660-l 
" ... an excellent introduction to algebraic 
topology." Mathematical Revitws 

F. Hirzebruch
Topological Methods 
in Algebraic Geometry 
1995. Xl, 234 pages. 
Softcover DM 59,- I FF 223.00 I£ 25.00 
ISBN 3-540-58663-6 
" ... a landmark in the development of the 
topological and transcendental theory of 
algebraic varieties." Journal of the 

London Mathematical Society 
T. Kato
Perturbation T heory 
for Linear Operators 
1995. XXI, 619 pages. 
Softcover DM 59,- I FF 223.00 I£ 25.00 
ISBN 3-540-5866 J -X 
" ... he never loses contact with the physical 
origins of the problems; another reason for 
the success of the book." Acta Scientzarunz 

Mathematiarum 
S. Kobayashi
Transformation Groups in 
Differential Geometry 
1995. VIJI, 182 pages. 
Softcover DM 59,- I FF 223.00 I£ 23.00 
ISBN 3-540-58659-8 
., ... it really is a wonderful book." Bulletin 

of the London Mathematical Society 

S. MacLane
Homology 
1995 X, 422 pages. 7 figures. 
Softcover DM 59,- I FF 223.00 I£ 25.00 
ISBN 3-540-58662-8 
"!t is an extremely well-organizt.'<l text and 
thoroughly readable ... a splendid addition to 
the literature." Zentmlblattfiir Mutbematik 

D. Mumford
Algebraic Geometry I 
Complex Projective Varieties 
1995 X, 186 page,. 
Soficover DM 59,·- / FF 22l00 I£. 2}00 
ISBN 1-540-58657-1 
"As a very va)u:ti1le ami extn,mely inter1c;ting 
approach, the lx�1k is highly i'f'Commemht to 
mathematici:ms i11tr0 1x:stL-rl in ;tlgdiraic 
gmmetry." Reports on 

A.frUbetnlilicaf PL:1Jsic� 

C.-L. Siegel, J. K. Moser 
Lectures on 
Celestial Mechanics 
1995. XJ, 290 pages. 
Softcover OM 59,- I FF 223.00 I£ 23.00 
ISBN 3-540-58656-3 
''One can recommend this book with great 
confidence. It is in a class by itself." Science 

A.Weil
Basic Number Theory 
1995. XVTII, 315 pages. 
Softcover DM 59,- I FF 223.00 I£ 23.00 
ISBN 3-540-58655-5 
"It may well be regarded by later historians as 
one of the 'classics' in the field ... " Bulletin of 

the London Mathematical Society 

K. Yosida
Functional Analysis 
1995. XII, 501 pages. 
Softcover DM 59,- I FF 223.00 I£ 23.00 
ISBN 3-540-58654-7 
" ... occupies an excellent place within the 
increasing literature about functional 
analysis." Manuscripta Geoclaetic:a 

0. Zariski
Algebraic Surfaces 
With the assistance of]. Lipman, D. Mumford 
Conclnding remarks by S. S. Abhyankar 
1995 XI, 270 pages. 
Softcover DM 59,- I FF 223.00 I£ 23.00 
ISBN 3-540-58658-X 
"Zariskis contribution to international coop
eration in this field stand comparison with 
those of any other expert." Bulletin of the 

wndon Mathematical Society 
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